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Celebrating ten years of service to people in rural and remote
regions of the South East, Darling Downs, South West and
the South Burnett, Queensland.
Bounteous God,
We give thanks for this
ancient and beautiful land.
We pray that your Spirit
may continue to move among us
and bring many blessings
to our nation and its people.
Sr Maureen Parker rsc
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The title of this book is taken from a letter written by Archbishop Murray to the founder
of the Sisters of Charity Mother Mary Aikenhead. It is dated 6 December 1815 and
concerns the wording of the congregation’s fourth vow, service of the poor.
“ …as the best to render the congregation extensively useful.”

“Indeed in the work of farmers there
is the acceptance of the precious gift
of the land which comes to us from
God, but there is also its appreciation
in the equally precious work of men
and women, called to respond with
audacity and creativity to the mandate
that has been consigned to humanity
from the beginning, that of tilling and
safeguarding the land ( cf. Gen 2:15)…
Truly there is no humanity without the
cultivation of land; there is no good life
without the food that it produces for
the men and women of every continent.
Thus, agriculture shows its inalienable
role. The labour of those who cultivate
the earth, generously dedicating time
and energy to it, appears as a genuine
vocation. It deserves to be recognized
and appropriately appreciated, also in
concrete economic policies.”

Over the past ten years Downs & West
Community Support (DWCS) has
responded to urgent and emerging
needs in the regions of the South East,
Darling Downs South West and the
South Burnett, Queensland by reaching
out to the suffering as Jesus did:
I was naked and you gave me clothing, I
was sick and you took care of me, I was
in prison and you visited me …
Just as you did it to one of the least of
these who are members of my family,
you did it to me.
Matthew 25: 36, 40

Like the founder of the Sisters of Charity,
Mary Aikenhead, who responded to
the needs of the poor in her time,
Downs & West Community Support is
motivated by a sense of responsibility to
communicate God’s love by word and
concrete action. We do this through the
provision of compassionate care and
sharing available resources with those
who are deemed to be amongst the
neediest, knowing that:
The blessing of Him who will not leave a
cup of cold water without its reward, will
be with you in Abundance and aid (you
in) all your undertakings.
Mary Aikenhead, 8 February, 1842

Pope Francis, 31 January 2015
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We started as a small group responding to the worst
prolonged drought in over 100 years. Initially we were
known as Downs & West Drought Appeal (DWDA) and
during the initial trips west our Sr Christine met with
farmers and their families, schools, the local police
and town people, joining Network Committees and
meeting with Rural and Remote Organisations to
determine the need.
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While the majority of Australians live by our coastlines
there remains a significant link between city and
country people. As soon as businesses, community
groups and schools heard the stories of devastation in
the bush, we found continuous financial provision and
a readiness to offer practical sustenance. Every trip Sr
Christine made west saw her vehicle packed to the top
with gifts, food, gift vouchers and other practical items.
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1. Farmers
2. H
 usband and wife hand
feed their cattle
3. Cotton farmers Peter and
Margaret Enkelmann
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hile reflecting on the past ten years, there
are many mixed emotions as I consider
the vision and achievement of such a
practical ministry as Downs & West Community
Support (DWCS). I am filled with a sense of awe, some
pride and the recognition of the vision and courage,
repeatedly shown through numerous challenges, by
our Coordinator Sr Christine Henry rsc, members of the
Advisory Committee, our donors and the many people
who volunteer countless hours to assist us.

4. Michelle

Our name changed to Downs & West Community
Support in September 2010 when it became evident
that we needed to offer encouragement and practical
assistance to our neighbours in rural and remote
areas of south‑east and south‑west Queensland who
continued to be severely affected by climatic changes

5. Dairy farmer Narelle Black
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or family matters beyond their control. While the
majority of referrals came from the Downs, the Lockyer
Valley, the Burnett and south‑west Queensland, there
were also numerous trips to Taroom in the north, St
George to the south, Quilpie in the west and all the
towns between.
Farming consultant Rod Saal and the founders of
Aussie Helpers, Brian and Nerida Egan, were most
encouraging and helped us identify gaps in the
assistance already being given. We found volunteers
in each community who were keen to support Sr
Christine and they became community leaders, taking
ownership of the outreach program. These volunteers
were ready to give their time and be with others in their
community, becoming leaders and workers, people
of hope who helped build hope. We are so grateful to
these volunteers because they were ready to give the
greatest gift, the gift of self to others in need.
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Our donors enabled the work to be done. Without
their support, we would not have been able to care for
people who were struggling, people who felt so alone,
people who had lost hope. Their generous donations
made a significant difference in peoples’ lives. We
remain most grateful to each of our donors.
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After ten years as Chair of the Advisory Committee the
role has been passed into the most capable hands of
John Hollamby. My prayers and assistance will always
be yours.

6. Cate Mapstone and John Hollamby
7. Hawkins family
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8. Beef farmers Alan and Pat Eagleton
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Goal

The beginning

To offer practical assistance and encouragement to
our inland neighbours living in the regions of the South
East, Darling Downs South West and the South Burnett
Queensland, who are severely affected by the worst
drought in 100 years.

May our Lord give you the great blessing of being able to
continue the aid of relief (of the poor) as it has hitherto
pleased His Divine Majesty to favour you with means of doing.

Objectives

Mary Aikenhead, 13 December 1841

THE PLANTING OF THE MUSTARD SEED
At the end of 2006 Sister of Charity, Christine Henry
was exploring the possibilities of a new ministry where
she could use her skills and experience as a registered
nurse, midwife, pastoral carer and youth worker and
her gifts for organisation and networking.
At this same time 80% of Queensland was declared
drought affected, including the major‑inland river
system, the Murray‑Darling. Severe water restrictions
were in place on the Darling Downs and south‑east
Queensland because the major dams west of the
Great Dividing Range were at a critical level.
March 2007 saw the height of the worst drought for
100 years. Many regions across Queensland had not
received good rain for 16 years. The underground
water‑supply and rivers were drying up. Desperate
farmers were buying water at an exorbitant price to
sustain their crops, hopeful rain would come. The
Darling Downs, once known as the most fertile land
in Australia, was now parched and barren. To further
exacerbate the circumstances, equine influenza had
broken out in southern Queensland, resulting in areas
around Gatton and Warwick experiencing total lock
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down for weeks. The area’s horses were not vaccinated
and were fully susceptible to the disease.
Farmers struggled on many levels. The drought meant
insufficient crops and loss of livestock, which either
died or were sold at low prices. The on‑going drought
affected cotton production. In the Locker Valley alone
40,000 full‑time contract workers were without jobs.
Many farmers were forced off their properties by banks
that foreclosed on their loans. Some farmers became
incapable of making the informed decisions necessary
to retain their properties and maintain their family unit.
The ongoing emotional and psychological stress led
to widespread despair and depression, with many rural
families questioning the value and wisdom of staying
on the land. Suicide and family breakdown were not
uncommon across these communities.
Sr Christine had grown up on the Darling Downs and
her family were long time settlers in the district. They
were highly respected beef, dairy and sheep farmers,
grain merchants and thoroughbred horse trainers.
When she visited the different areas she heard stories
of hardship caused by the prolonged drought and of
families struggling.

Knowing all this, Sr Christine met with the
Congregational Leader and the tiny mustard seed
was planted. She was encouraged to explore the
possibility of a ministry based in Queensland that
would reach out in new and creative ways to the poor,
the disadvantaged and the marginalised, especially
those people living outside the regional centres of
south‑east Queensland.
On May 1, 2007, Downs & West Drought Appeal
(DWDA) started as a six month support to individuals
and families ‘doing it tough’ in the rural and remote
regions of the South East, Darling Downs South West
and the South Burnett.
A business plan served as a guide, keeping in mind
that DWDA would be an approved apostolic ministry
of the Sisters of Charity for short term only. Its key
points were:
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• To raise awareness of the severity of the drought and
its impact on families and rural communities through
contact with these people and with the Sisters of
Charity and people living in the city;
• To seek practical support and concrete action from
those in a position to share resources;
• To work in collaboration with rural drought
organisations in an effort to reach more people
in need;
• To utilise the appropriate referral system of other
organisations who offer assistance in counselling,
financial advice and help with government
funding applications;
• To provide pastoral and emotional support for
people on the land and in small rural towns;
• To raise funds for purchasing essential provisions,
food and petrol vouchers for those suffering the
impact of the prolonged drought.
Sr Christine used her networks to collaborate with
other groups set‑up to assist rural families. In July
2007 she and Sr Karan Varker packed up a Toyota
Corolla Sedan and travelled along the Cunningham
and Barwon Highways to Cunnamulla via Warwick,
Inglewood, Goondiwindi and St George. From there
they travelled across to Charleville where Sr Christine
met with Brian and Nerida Egan, coordinators of
Aussie Helpers. From Charleville, Srs Christine and
Karan made their way back to Brisbane along the
Warrego Highway passing through Morven, Mitchell,
Roma, Miles, Tara, Taroom, Chinchilla, Dalby, and
Toowoomba. They had travelled over 2,000 kilometres
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and along the way had offered pastoral care and
practical support by way of household hampers, petrol
vouchers and toiletries to farming families.
Other groups Sr Christine collaborated with included:
Ozcare Bush Connections; Rural Financial Counsellors;
AgForce; AgAssist; Dairy Sub‑Tropical; GP Connections,
Toowoomba; Rural Health, Toowoomba; Centacare
and Centrelink; Department of Primary Industries
and Fisheries, Country Women’s Association,
Burnett Inland Economic Development Organisation;
Queensland Rural Regional and Remote Women’s
Network, Barambah Branch. The tiny mustard seed
was beginning to germinate.
Between January and February 2008, the east‑coast
of Queensland received a decent downpour of rain
which resulted in several dams on the western side
of the Great Dividing Range increasing their capacity.
Dams on the eastern side of the Great Dividing
Range, at Wivenhoe and Somerset were almost at
full capacity. Rain was also received in some of the
drought declared regions but unfortunately some of
these same areas also experienced flash flooding.
This flooding took out livestock, fences and crops and
valuable topsoil.
The initial rains of 2008 brought their own problems of
‘green drought’, one of nature’s ironies. The green tinge
that spreads across paddocks from the first rain is not
enough to sustain animals or crops without further rain
and subsoil moisture. Chances of a sustainable crop or
pasture decreases.
By April 2008, without any follow‑up rain, the dam
levels out west began to fall dramatically and with
them the hope for a good winter and summer crops.

1. T
 he Downs & West Drought Appeal banner
included members of the first committee
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ADVISORY COMMITTEE
An Advisory Committee for DWDA was established
in December 2007 when it became clear that the
project would continue past the initial six months. The
first meeting was held on January 16, 2008 with Cate
Mapstone AM as Chair, Craig Doyle, Denis McMahon,
Joy Mendel, and Sr Mathilde Harnischfeger as
Secretary. Also present were Sr Christine and Rod Saal,
Consultant and Drought Co‑ordinator for AgForce.

LOOKING BACK, LOOKING FORWARD:
REFLECTIVE MUSINGS, THE FIRST
TWELVE MONTHS
DWDA values the continued support and encouragement
which we have received over the past twelve months.
This support made it possible for us to pursue the dream
with passion in support of our inland neighbours who
have given so much to us over many years. During this
time DWDA responded to requests from organisations
and continued to journey to country towns and isolated
areas up to fifteen hours west of Brisbane.
It has truly been a privilege for me to spend time with
individuals, families and different groups as I travelled
around our beautiful yet challenging country. I have
been inspired by the courage and determination of
these wonderful people as they speak of life on the
land or living in small country towns. Entering the
lives of people as they rise each morning to face
the challenges of the day has been a truly enriching
experience. In trying to understand the impact the
drought is having on families and whether or not it
is a critical breaking point for people, I have had the
opportunity to spend time with some of these families
and to live and work as they do.
Working in collaboration with other organisations in
rural and remote areas is vital as together we provide
a support service to a larger number of people.

NAME CHANGE
After two years, it became clear that this ministry was
providing more than financial support to those in need.
Social events were being organised and contacts
within communities and referrals from other rural
organisations were growing. With the support of the
Advisory Committee, the Congregational Leader and
Council were asked to consider continuing this ministry
under the new name Downs & West Community
Support (DWCS). The new name came into effect in
August 2010.

INCORPORATED UNDER SISTERS OF CHARITY
COMMUNITY CARE LTD
In July 2014 DWCS became one of the works of the
Sisters of Charity Community Care Ltd, an Australian
Public Company Limited by Guarantee and as
such accountable to the Australian Charities and
Not–for‑profits Commission for its governance in
general and use of funds. As DWCS relies entirely on
donations, this move offered donors the opportunity
for their financial support to be claimed as a tax
deduction. Being under the umbrella of the Sisters
of Charity Community Care Ltd also meant that
volunteers who donated their time to DWCS would be
covered by the company’s insurance.

Sr Christine Henry rsc, Downs & West Drought
Appeal Co‑ordinator, 2008

Cries from the heart of a broken land

To comfort those in sorrow is merciful.
Mary Aikenhead

HEARTFELT WORDS

I REMEMBER: A REFLECTION

I remember the sound of rain on our tin roof.

To survive this harsh, harsh drought we had to
decrease our monthly spending budget. We do not
use such things as shampoo, shaving creams and
lotions, moisturizers, UV creams and perfumes. The
children have not seen new clothes for some time, not
to mention birthday and Christmas presents, but we
are okay with that! They know how things are. Things
will get better

As a farmer on the land, we are ruled by rain: hoping
for rain, waiting for rain, receiving too much rain. I know
it seems like we are never satisfied – and perhaps
we aren’t.

I remember seeing our cows, chest deep in green grass
and struggling to find the new calves hidden so well.

Josephine 2008
Six months ago, my husband ended his own life. The
farm is too much for me so I employed a man to assist
me so he and his family lived in the second home on
the land. Everything was going well until his 16 year old
son ended his life too. It’s all too much to comprehend.
I have good friends and someone to speak with about
how I feel. Thank you too for listening and coming to
help me.
Jon 2009
I have sent my wife and children to my parents in town.
They come home at weekends. I was finding it hard to
look at the kids and see the sadness in their eyes when
we shared out the food on our table.

1

John 2009

1. Drought map of Queensland, 2007
2. Philip Cleary and his loyal working dogs
3. Jess, David and family
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Each day without rain on the farm is another on an
endless treadmill of feeding cattle, pumping water
and irrigating crops. As the sun sets on another hot,
dry day, you feel just a little bit more tired and a little
more disheartened.
But it’s not just the farm. Drought bites into my home,
too. I can’t do the washing at home. That is taken away
to be done ‑ just another thing to factor into each day.
Water rules our lives. Too much destroys our hard
work and livelihood, too little eats away at us a little
each day. It saps our energy and our mental fortitude
in a slow insidious way. I am often told that I must
be strong to do what I do. I don’t feel strong. Most of
the time I feel completely overwhelmed, as though
I am living in a fog that’s closing in on me, getting
chokingly thicker.
I get asked why we do what we do. For months now,
I’ve struggled to find the answer, my answer, the one
that will keep me going for just another day. And then
it hit me like a bolt out of the blue. I keep going each
day because I remember.

I remember our children playing on the boat in
the dam.
I remember mowing our lawn each week because it
needed it.
I remember the thick soft grass tickling my bare feet as
I padded around barefoot outside the house.
I remember crops growing without irrigation: growing
the way God intended.
That’s what helps me now to get through each day
when nothing has changed ... I remember.
Claire Kapernick, 2014

1

1. C
 laire Kapernick
and her family
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Some challenges faced by farmers
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OUT OF THE BLUE: A FARMER’S
WIFE REFLECTS

we were up against it. “Where do you want us to start?”
he called.

The hay was down. The baler was ready, greased and
tensioned. The farmer was excited at the prospect of
a few hundred bales off our first crop in five years but
worried about the weather forecast: rain. It was all in
the timing. Our decision was to do a round and see
how it baled up. After years of praying for rain, we were
silently hoping it would hold off, just for a few hours.

With our neighbour and his wife we rescued another
load each, laughing at ourselves – “Silly buggers trying
to beat the rain” – as the rain arrived. That was it for the
day but we had 1002 glorious bales off 6.3 acres. That
was feed for next season. But the real goodness was
that extended hand when we really needed it.

The storm was two hours away. The lightning in
the distance, a clap of thunder overhead and the
occasional drop of cold heavy rain; we were sweating,
tense and buggered. The dog barked as a Ute and
trailer pulled in beside us. It was our neighbour. He’d
seen us from up on the hill and knew that, on our own,
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A few weeks later, the neighbours were in the same
situation. No prize for guessing how they got out of
their predicament. “Do unto others as you would have
them do unto you” is alive and well in the bush.
Janylle Henry, 2010

DUST STORM

LOCUST MIGRATION

The old adage that prevention is better than cure was
the thinking behind south‑west Queensland families’
move to protect their livestock operation from the
threat of wild dogs and other pests such as feral goats,
foxes and pigs.

Sr Christine Henry remembers a dust storm in 2008:

High numbers of locusts have a serious impact on
agricultural land. Locust nymphs and adults will eat
pasture and any areas of crop that they come across,
resulting in productivity loss in both pastures and crops.

Wild dogs are the worst and have a significant impact
on livestock. Many farmers took a preventative
approach to the looming problem and constructed
a predator fence. The fence also eased the grazing
pressure from kangaroos. The dingo barrier fence
(today known as the wild dog barrier fence) is 5,600
kilometres and the world’s longest fence. Almost half
of this is in Queensland. In south‑west Queensland
there is a giant web of fences which run off the barrier
fence to keep the pests out.

4
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WILD DOGS
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1. Beating the storm, a neighbour comes to our aid
2. The hay, in bales, are ready before the storm strikes

Dust whips through Australia’s folk lore, erodes our
landscape and settles in our music and memories. I
was very happy to have reached Quilpie when I heard
that a ‘dust storm’ was on its way. This was our second
road trip out west so it was a little scary, however the
family I was staying with were very supportive and well
prepared. All windows, doors and cracks in the walls
were lined with wet towels and rags. The dust storm
was truly spectacular, but my heart started to pound
as it moved towards the house. Yes, it was frightening
and every breath I took was dusty and unclean! Did
you know that Australia contains more sand than the
Sahara Desert!!!!!

After a period of drought, in 2009 and 2010 farmers
in southern and central Queensland received good
rain. Unfortunately, after a period of drought, good
rain provides perfect conditions for locusts to develop
from nymphs to adults, and the area suffered a major
infestation that systematically devoured everything in
their path: crops, vegetation and seed.

2

1

3. Farmer hand feeds his cattle

1. Wild dogs have a significant impact on livestock

4. G
 rain trader Malcolm Henry, with Sr Christine Henry,
was the face of DWCS for a number of years

2. Dust storm image taken by Karen Brook
3. The largest numbers of locusts in four to five years have
been spotted in parts of western Queensland

5. Annette
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After rain, the native vegetation and improved pastures
respond to the point where the pastures themselves
reproduce. However, if farmers get a locust infestation
in their area, then, on account of its presence, the
ability of pasture vegetation to regenerate is curtailed
because the locusts are reducing that reproduction
and seeding. It is not only the immediate effect,
but it is the longer‑term effect in terms of pastoral
regeneration that is significant.
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MOTHER NATURE SPEAKS LOUD AND CLEAR:
THE FLOODS OF 2010 – 2011
Little did the team know when delivering the Christmas
hampers and gifts in 2010 that Mother Nature would
soon make her presence felt with a dramatic change
in the weather. This resulted in the worst natural
disaster in Queensland history. The destructive 2010
– 2011 floods stretched the resources of DWCS to
provide pastoral and practical assistance to families
in need. When the Lockyer River broke its banks the
town of Grantham was practically washed away. The
force of the rushing water took out fences, livestock,
farm machinery, roads, bridges, and valuable topsoil.
Crops were destroyed, ancient gum trees flattened,
and some small towns became desolate. Familiar
landscape changed dramatically and the emotional
impact on both adults and children when the
realisation that neighbours, relatives and friends had
died, took its toll. Approximately 90 towns and over
200,000 people were seriously affected. Sadly, there
were 33 deaths with a further three people still missing.
Damage was initially estimated at around $1billion and
the reduction in Australia’s GDP was about $30 billion.
Three quarters of Queensland was declared a Disaster
Zone. Disaster declarations were in place for Brisbane,
Bundaberg, Dalby, Gladstone, Gold Coast, Gympie,
Ipswich, Logan, Maryborough, Rockhampton, Roma,
the Sunshine Coast, Toowoomba, Warwick and
Redcliffe districts.
Unable to drive through the flood waters, volunteers
from St Vincent’s Private Hospital, Kangaroo Point
gathered items for the evacuation centres. It is
important to note that some of these volunteers
were hit by the flood themselves, but still worked
tirelessly to help others despite their own hardship.
This overwhelming response to the city of Brisbane’s
hour of need is what Queenslanders take pride
in and remember as an enduring legacy of the
2010‑2011 floods.

Monkey Water Holes Creek is at the base
of Whylaway Boarding Kennel in Helidon
Spa, 23 kilometres east of Toowoomba. It’s
normally a dry creek bed about 10 metres
wide. On Monday, January 10th, the creek
began to rise and by early afternoon, the
water rose to about 8 metres around the
culvert in a matter of 10 minutes. The water
was raging through the creek and soon
became a river, causing the banks of the
creek to break away, taking with them the
only road access either side of the culvert.
Whylaway Boarding Kennel was stranded.
On Wednesday, the 19th, Brett Hammond
phoned me: he needed an urgent
consignment of pet food and kitty litter
that had been delivered to Toowoomba a
week earlier to provide the necessities of
life for his boarding kennel and Cattery.
Sr Christine and I picked up all the supplies
and headed out to Helidon Spa. While
the Warrego Highway was passable, the
benefit of the 4WD was apparent as we
travelled down the side road towards
the kennels. Brett met us at the base of
Whylaway Kennel. His daughter, Nicole
guided us on foot across the remaining
section of the causeway while Brett spent
an hour wheel‑barrowing supplies from
one side of the causeway to the other.
Road access wasn’t restored for almost
10 weeks.

IT NEVER RAINS BUT IT POURS

FLOOD RELIEF EFFORT

Madelyn Priddle, DWCS Advisory Committee Media
Liaison, wrote after the 2010 ‑ 2011 floods:

• 500 cups of tea, 800 mugs of coffee, 10,000 face
masks, 100 mops and 50 buckets given to volunteers
cleaning up the streets around Kangaroo Point
in Brisbane;
• 298 families in flood‑affected regional southern parts
of Queensland directly assisted;
• 761 loaves of bread, 20 saucepan sets, 200 hats,
200 pairs of thongs, 100 double beds, 200 single
beds and five dinner sets, delivered to recovery
centres at Helidon, Gatton and the RNA in Brisbane;
• 600 towel sets, 64 cutlery sets, 150 mugs, 15 dinner
sets and other kitchenware collected for families
moving into their refurbished or new homes.

Our priorities are to work in collaboration with other
support organisations to provide follow‑up support
over the coming months, distribute gift packs and
household goods, to refer individuals to specialist
organisations if required … and to lend a hand
wherever possible.
Of course, this will happen once the clean‑up is done.
In the meantime DWCS volunteers and supporters
moved fast to organise collections of mops, buckets,
gloves, masks and rags for the massive clean‑up. With
Sr Christine by their side the volunteers were in the thick
of all the activity in Brisbane, working with Red Cross at
the emergency evacuation centre set up where Country
meets City annually – the Brisbane Exhibition Grounds
‑ and sand bagging low lying areas of Kangaroo Point
and Dock Side. Another group of ladies was busy
preparing 600 gift packs for affected families in the
Lockyer Valley. These will be ready for distribution in
coming months.
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At the request of Red Cross, carloads of household
items and towels were delivered to evacuation
centres at Helidon and Laidley so that families
could choose what they needed as they moved into
temporary accommodation.
Towns like Chinchilla, Dalby, Grantham and
Condamine do not have the manpower of Brisbane
to get back on their feet, but by God’s grace, and the
generosity of supporters of the Congregation, schools
and businesses, DWCS will be there for the long haul:
listening, supporting and caring.

2
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Thank you for spending time with our children. It was
important that my husband and I attended the meeting
organised by the Rural Financial Counselling Service.
We will need as much information as possible to get
over this terrible ordeal. The kids loved the gifts you
gave which they can now call their own and take with
them when we find somewhere to stay!
Rhonda, after leaving the Evacuation Centre
7
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Sr Jeannie Johnston rsc, 2011

3-4. The flood uprooted trees and caused extensive
damage
5. E
 vacuation Centre, Helidon
6. Evacuation Centre, Gatton
1. A damaged causeway is the entrance to the boarding kennel
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7. Evacuation Centre at RNA, Bowen Hills
8. A family is rescued

2. Brett and Nicole Hammond negotiate a narrow path
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DELIVERANCE

MOTHER NATURE STRIKES AGAIN:
THE FLOODS OF 2012 AND 2013

South Burnett farmers Margaret and Peter Enkelmann
were hit by three record high floods which isolated
them for almost a month from mid‑December. Rather
than evacuate, they stayed with their cattle and chooks.
Margaret recalls their reaction when Barambah Creek
peaked just centimetres from entering their home:
“Peter grabbed a bottle of wine, took my hand and
said, ‘Marg, let’s just enjoy our houseboat’ and with the
sun setting over the water, pets by our side, there was
a feeling of relief, happiness, love and acceptance.”

In January 2012 areas of south‑west Queensland for
the second year in a row were flooded and people
were evacuated. DWCS delivered two loads of
sheets, blankets, towels, fresh water and clothing to
people in the St George, Thallon, Mitchel, Roma and
Taroom areas.
In late January 2013 Tropical Cyclone Oswald paid a
visit to the east coast of Queensland and parts of New
South Wales. Mundubbera, Eidsvold, Gayndah and
Bundaberg in the Wide Bay‑Burnett region were hit
severely. The citrus industry in the Wide Bay – Burnett
region faced losses totalling hundreds of millions of
dollars, much higher than the cost of the 2011 floods.

The next morning the Enkelmanns were delighted
to find the first of seven round wrapped bales of hay
washed over the barbed wire fence, ensuring the
cattle’s survival.
Margaret says of the community support given to help
remove debris, re‑fence and support her family: “2011
brought richness to our lives that we will never forget.”

7

3

6

1

5. DWCS offer food and drinks to volunteers
6. S
 heets and kitchen utensils to be delivered to families
affected by the floods

1. Volunteer Josh Jones
2. The ‘mud army’
2

4

3. Margaret and Peter Enkelmann with two of their grandchildren

5

4. Thousands of volunteers turned up to help flood victims
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7. Sr Christine Henry with staff from Queensland Health’s
Public Safety Unit

8

8. DWCS deliver food to an Evacuation Centre
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Compassion in action

WHAT DOES PRACTICAL SUPPORT MEAN?

DECLUTTERING

DWCS is committed to support on every level.
Following are some examples of practical support
that changed people’s lives.

Help me please! Cobwebs, clutter, bills piling up,
and a person so very overwhelmed by it all that she
lacked the physical energy to get out of bed to make a
meal, to meet with friends, to do very basic household
chores and even to take care of herself as she found
it too difficult to have a shower. Everything became
a huge effort. Things that previously gave her a lot of
pleasure were simply not done. Depression can be a
debilitating illness. DWCS volunteers helped with a
total house clean from top to bottom: walls, ceilings
and floors. They helped her declutter and, importantly,
arranged for visits by a rural finance counsellor
and a GP.

GARDENING

May we prove our words by works and ever try our best to
go on with renewed fervour in God’s holy service who has
called us with love.

Backyard Blitz, DWCS style in the Southern Downs
region! Huge thanks to three volunteers and a
professional gardener, all four kitted out with hats,
gloves and gardening tools, who joined with Sr
Christine to reclaim a farming family’s yard which had
been overtaken by 1.5m prickly pears and weeds. Their
aim was to turn this prickly nightmare into a safe place
where children could play.

Mary Aikenhead, Pentecost 1846
DWCS offers compassion through a listening ear,
always respectful, never judgemental, acknowledging
the dignity of all, and always offering friendship,
emotional support, encouragement and spiritual care.
Knowing from first‑hand experience and observation,
the impact that the prolonged drought followed by
floods can wreak on the psyche and family dynamics
of those already struggling. DWCS, with its network
of volunteers, are there to provide a listening ear, a
hug and a kind word to help them find the strength to
build on their inner resources. If necessary, referrals are
made to ensure that professional help is provided to
avoid a tragedy, as mental health awareness is high on
the DWCS agenda.

Deeds carry more power than words and we will not
forget your kindness … when times turn better, we will
certainly return the kindness. It makes you feel very
humble (not to mention undeserving) that someone
would think to do this for a complete stranger.
Ian M

2

It is the simple things such as taking a family shopping,
shouting a cup of coffee and a cake, sharing stories,
hopes and fears, laughing and even crying with them,
that make all the difference: the human touch that
cares. This is what characterises the family pop‑in visits
conducted by DWCS.

1. C
 hildren at St Patrick’s
Catholic School in
Allora received 75 dozen
fresh eggs, packets of
chocolate Easters eggs
and five small hampers

1

16

6

3. A gardener and volunteers
reclaimed a family’s yard
4. T
 he prickly pear in the
background was 1.5 m tall

3

2. N
 eil Bennink from Sunny
Queen Eggs. In 2007 –
2008 Sunny Queen Eggs
donated 390 dozen eggs
and their staff donated
73 household hampers
to DWCS

5

4
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5. B
 efore volunteers decluttered
one of the bedrooms in
the house
6. O
 nce the rooms were
decluttered and organised,
DWCS was able to organise
access to other services
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HOUSEHOLD GOODS
Truck and boot loads of furniture, household pantry
and laundry items and an occasional treat, are
delivered unexpectedly to brighten up a family
who are suffering financial hardship. Pre‑loved
furniture from both Mt Olivet Convent, Kangaroo
Point and Mt St Michael’s Convent, Ashgrove,
(both decommissioned in 2016), were made available
to the DWCS for distribution to those in need.

Two country families were woken up by their barking
dogs running up and down the verandas. Their homes
were on fire. Both homes were damaged, and furniture
was destroyed. Within three weeks, DWCS had
delivered furniture, clothing, barbeques, mattresses,
groceries and cutlery sets.

RENOVATION
Kitchen fires happen in the blink of an eye. Thankfully,
one family managed to extinguish the fire before any
major damage could be done to their kitchen, but
finances did not permit the damage to be repaired
so, for the next six months, the scorched walls and
partially burnt cupboards served as an ever‑present
reminder to family, friends and visitors of their narrow
escape from total disaster. In December 2015 DWCS
organised for the installation of a new stove top and
oven and covered the costs of repairing and painting
the cupboards. DWCS also filled the pantry and
replaced the old toaster.

One of the young boys jumped for joy when he saw his
new desk and chair. He immediately asked if they could
be placed in his bedroom before his brother claimed
them. Fortunately, we had two desks and two chairs.

2

4

3

1. T
 oiletries galore donated by
Marist College, Ashgrove

6

5

2. R
 obin and Jim help load up
furniture to be distributed

1
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3. Staff and students from
Marist College, Ashgrove,
with their hampers ready
to donate

4. A
 family woke up to their
house on fire

6. T
 his donated desk bought
much joy to two boys, each
claiming it for their own

5. A
 country kitchen destroyed
by fire

7. The desk was very much
appreciated
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GATES AND FENCES

WATER TANKS

A NEW TYRE

During the floods, gates and fencing were washed
away. The farmers needed money and energy to
replace them. As a last resort to keep livestock in
paddocks, rope and electric fences were used. In
November and December DWCS provided financial
support to help replace as many fences and gates
as possible.

Water tanks were also a casualty of the floods. These
were swept off their footings and found smashed up
against buildings, trees or railing fences. As Christmas
Wish Lists were being compiled, one farmer requested
a water tank. DWCS was able to organise for new tanks
to replace lost and damaged tanks to properties.

For 18 months, DWCS noticed that whenever they
were out in the Darling Downs south west region, they
passed a tractor in a paddock in exactly the same spot.
It never moved. They wondered why and made some
careful enquiries. This family had faced 16 years of
drought, they had hand‑fed their stock before being
forced to cull the herd; floods came and washed away
topsoil and fences.

5

6

Then came some hopeful rain. The farmer started
working the paddock, turning the soil to plant seed –
and then the tractor got a flat tyre. The family literally
could not afford to replace one tyre, so there the
tractor sat. DWCS surprised this family by organising
for a new tyre to be delivered and fitted.
The written note to the family read:

We have noticed your tractor in the paddock every time we
traveled out your way in the past 18 months.
We wondered why and discovered it needed a new tyre.
We would like to help you out.

Post Script: 21 June, 2015
As we drove back to Brisbane, my companions and I
decided to call in to see this family. As we drove nearer
to the driveway, we were so happy to see the tractor
parked on the side of the road and that the paddock
had been ploughed!!!!
It was evident that this family appreciated the little act
of kindness shown by DWCS. It was wonderful to see
them with a smile on their faces and to share a cuppa
with all the family.
Thank you for your kindness to me and my family
during this tough time, mentally, physically, financially
and emotionally. Although the work is constant, the
crops are slow and cattle prices are down, this is my
home, this is my life. I am most grateful when you come
and have a cuppa with me and my husband. You listen
and encourage, never judge.
Megan

On Wednesday 27 May a new tyre will be delivered
and put on for you.
1

You will be contacted the day before to organise the time
of arrival.

2

The invoice and receipt are enclosed.

4

We care for our farmers

1. A
 ll hands on deck to replace the old fence
2. M
 orning tea time for these two helpers
3. A temporary gate was put up in the interim
4. A new gate

DWCS

5. T
 he flood destroyed everything in its path
including water tanks
6. D
 WCS was able to replace some of the
destroyed water tanks

20

7

7. Once the tyre was replaced the tractor
was able to plough the paddock

3
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FAMILY SUPPORT

DWCS JOINS SOCIAL MEDIA

A family was in dire need. A young mother, grieving
the loss of her husband, a devoted father to their little
girls, was struggling to stay strong. She was eight
months pregnant. DWCS sent out a call for donations
of baby items and for financial support. Several of our
supporters went on a shopping spree and purchased
baby clothes, blankets and sheets, baby toiletries
and special gifts for the mother and her three little
girls. Ongoing pastoral visits were arranged, and
referrals made.

DWCS launched its own website in 2011 and Facebook
page in 2015. Within several months Facebook was
reaching 600‑700 people a day.
A message came through Facebook from a woman
needing someone to listen to her without judgement.
She was living and working on a farm and experiencing
stress and depression. Sr Christine contacted her and
they spoke on the phone. This was followed up with
another phone call for three consecutive days. The
following week Sr Christine and Kenya packed the car
and travelled out to meet with the woman and her
husband. They were grieving the loss of their son in a
single motor vehicle accident. The sudden death of
their son, coupled with the stress of seeing paddocks
of failed seasonal crops did not help. There were no
crops, no feed, and no money.

DWCS arranged follow‑up visits and a referral to the
Rural Financial Counsellor in the area was organised.
Messages on Facebook included:
Congratulations on the extraordinary ministry that you
lead so inclusively. Great to see you on Social Media.
I love your website and the vitality that is so evident on
YouTube ‑ so full of hope.

2

3

1. A
 young mother is grateful for support
2. Beautiful baby Adam
3. Older sister Abby is delighted by her
new brother
1

4

4. D
 WCS joins social media in 2011
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NO ROOM IN THE INN

The Spirit of Christmas

Sr Christine reflects on Christmas in 2008:

I hope that we are all united in accompanying the
Blessed travellers on the road to Bethlehem and that
each is faithful in trying to prepare the poor Crib
in which the Infant Saviour is to take up his abode.
Mary Aikenhead, 22 December 1842
Christmas should be a magical time for children,
young people and their families. However, for
those impacted by drought, floods, fires and family
separation, Christmas is often a lonely and difficult
time because it is a reminder of what sets them apart
from others.
For ten years, in October, DWCS has received a
significant amount of support before Christmas from
Catholic schools, organisations and groups.
The community of Marist College Ashgrove, staff from
St Vincent’s Care Services Bowen Hills, Mitchelton
and Red Hill, together with a small group of dedicated
people from Caloundra, their families and colleagues,
adopted 52 rural families experiencing tough times.
The groups took the Christmas Wish List for each
family and sought to gather all the items mentioned.
Large festive hampers, beautifully wrapped gifts and
gift vouchers for the family to purchase items from
their local businesses, were lovingly and thoughtfully
packed and delivered.

Mt St Michael’s College Ashgrove, Mater Dei Primary
School, Ashgrove, and St Peter Chanel Primary School,
The Gap provided festive hampers.
Christmas gifts were donated by staff from St Vincent’s
Private Hospitals in Brisbane and Toowoomba, Holy
Spirit Northside and several Conferences of the St
Vincent de Paul Society, including St John’s Wood
/ The Gap, St Finbarr’s, Ashgrove, and St Mary
Magdalene, Bardon.
This support enables DWCS to bring the spirit of
Christmas to vulnerable children, young people,
families and adults. What a wonderful surprise for
these families when DWCS arrived on their doorstep
bearing gifts such as towels, toasters, bikes, electric
jugs, petrol money, educational toys, back to school
needs, iPads, clothing, water tanks, farm gates,
heaters, air‑conditioners, trailer to transport stock.

In 2008, with drought conditions worse than ever and
the Christmas Season fast upon us, the time to support
our inland neighbours had never been more important.
We needed to remember these communities and to
realise that not everyone would have a joyous and
happy Christmas.
My companion, Sr Dorothy Bayliss, and I packed our
vehicle, a Toyota Corolla sedan. It resembled a tin
of sardines on wheels. We planned a trip out west
to deliver gifts and to share the Christmas spirit with
children in three rural and remote districts.

2

1

Your generous response to each of the Christmas
Wish Lists brought much joy and delight to families
and individuals. I could not adequately share what
it was like to see their faces, the smiles and the
comments that were spoken when we delivered all the
hampers and gifts. It was very moving. Contributions
made by donors like you helped relieve some of the
hardships endured by these people and also assisted
in improving their quality of life. The drought has hit
the farmers so hard and I know that they are greatly
comforted knowing that others care about them and
want to help them in their need. We are most grateful
for your commitment to lend a hand to those less
fortunate than ourselves. We look forward to future
collaboration with you as together we support those
doing it tough in country Queensland. Thank you for
making a difference to the lives of many people.
A thank you posted on Facebook

After a long day on the road we decided to look for
accommodation to rest for the night before heading
off to another area the next day. As we went from one
place to another asking for an available room, we were
surprised to discover that there were none available.
We began to reflect on the Nativity story and how
Joseph and Mary could not find an Inn in which
to stay. We too were eventually offered a place to
rest – an outdoor linen cupboard! It was a roof over
our heads and we were grateful for this special
Christmas experience.

3

WHAT THIS SUPPORT MEANS: A
GRANDMOTHER TELLS
My husband and I have sole custody of our five
grandchildren, aged between 2 and 11 years of age.
This is the way it has to be and although they have not
had a good start in life we hope that our love and care
for them will help them grow to be good and loving
people. Being on the land keeps them entertained and
they love to help with the animals and to plant flowers
in our garden. The youngest loves the sheep and always
wants grandpa to take her down to the sheep pens. She
is a really cute little thing and makes us smile.
We are back in drought again and our crops are dying
which makes it hard for us as, like most farmers, we
are struggling to make ends meet. Some say we should
have moved when we were able but that is a very
difficult thing to do when this has been our livelihood for
all of our married life, and the home of my husband’s
parents. So we stayed and pray that one day soon it will
rain, the crops will grow and sale prices will be good.
Your organisation has been very supportive of us
during the year, especially at this time as we approach
Christmas. Thank you for the chook pen and gardening
tools. I know we will spend much time with the hens!!
The children each chose a hen and quickly named
them as their own. We cannot wait until they lay the
first egg. We cannot thank you enough for your care
and concern for us.

4

2. A
 nnette and Charmaine with donated gifts from family, friends and
co-workers to be distributed to five country families
3. Donation of hampers from Mt St Michael’s College, Ashgrove. Students
Anika Guest, Josie Gordon and Bridgett Hanson with Sr Christine Henry
4. Students from Our Lady of the Sacred Heart Catholic Primary School, Darra

1. M
 arina Tully took this photo of country kids looking forward
to Christmas
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5. Villanova College, Coorparoo, raised money to support the work of DWCS

5

6

6. George with his hen
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HEARTFELT GRATITUDE
A big thank you to the Angels of Charity who came
calling before Christmas. Yes, the large Christmas
hamper which was left at our door was gratefully
received and I cried as we opened the different
parcels. Thank you to the children from Marist College,
Mt St Michael’s College and St Luke’s Church at Ekibin
and St Aiden’s Church at Tarragindi Parishes for the
loving Christmas wishes. Your support of us will never
be forgotten.
Jess from the South Burnett

We cannot thank you enough. You have given so many
families so much joy and lifted their spirits. To the
students and volunteers who have put those hampers
together, you have made the children in our community
some of the happiest kids in the country and the
messages on the bags were truly touching. We thank
God for people like you.
Principal from Tara

I wish I could send you a single snapshot of the faces
of all the families we have given a hamper to and
return the hugs to you that they have given us. You
would not believe the excitement on the people’s
faces over a bag of groceries and Christmas gifts.
It brought a tear to my eye every time we gave one
away. I cannot express my gratitude enough and
please pass this message on to all involved as they
are truly magnificent.
Jess from the South Burnett
Thank you for all the work you and your volunteers
are doing to help the people on the land and our
organisation. Together, with connections in the
community, we distributed all packages to those
currently going through really tough times. This
included rural families with dependents, Sudanese
widows, mothers with dependent children and senior
members of society. They have all received a ‘gift’
during this festive season. The community of the
greater Gatton region appreciates your generosity
enabling us to provide a brighter Christmas for people
in our community.
Janine Teese, Programme Manager, Subtropical
Dairy (A Regional Development Programme of Dairy
Australia) 2007
I cried as we opened the box of groceries and saw the
toys for my children. Thank you for the loving wishes
and prayers at this terrible time in our lives. Your
support of us will never be forgotten.

HOME FOR CHRISTMAS

MY CHRISTMAS WISH

One of our young farmers went into premature labour
in September 2016. Little did she know she was having
twins. A few months earlier she had lost her husband
in a farming accident and almost lost these babies.
The babies stayed in one of our city hospitals until
they gained weight and their lungs were adequately
developed before it was considered safe to send them
home to a rural area. Six weeks later they went home
and were welcomed by their big brother with lots of
hugs and kisses. The baby boy was called Jack after
his dad, and when his three‑year brother saw his baby
sister, he said to his mum her name had to be Jill. So
Jack and Jill it was.

Hi, my name is Annette. Those who know me also know
me as Nettie. This is our story.

By late November the temperatures were high, and with
no air‑conditioning, a cool spot in the house could not
be found. The babies and the whole family were finding
it difficult to cope with the heat, so, when a medical
practitioner saw the babies, it was decided to have
them and their mum admitted to the closest hospital.
DWCS worked in the background organising an
air‑conditioner to be donated and installed and
provided Christmas gifts for the babies and the entire
family. Thanks to Malcolm and Robert, and to Annette,
Charmaine and all your co‑workers, friends and
neighbours for coming to the rescue. Everything we
asked for was provided. And best of all, the mother
and babies will be home for Christmas!

It is November 21, 2016 and it is as dry as hell out here.
We live in South‑east Queensland, not quite two hours
from Brisbane and we need rain bad. This is one of the
properties my parents own. It is the worst I have seen
it in ten years. No feed, no water. The struggle is real
not only for the animals but to watch my family endure
the pain and fight to keep their dreams alive for us, the
next generation.

10

We, as a family, are not looking for charity. What we
are looking for is hope and prayers for the skies to
open up and for Mother Nature to bring us some rain.
The pain, the struggle is real. All I want for Christmas is
RAIN. Please pray. This is Australia.
8

4

6
9

A farmer in the Lockyer Valley, 2009

7. Rural financial counsellor
Cath helps distribute DWCS
Christmas gifts

5
2

8. Maleny Arts and Crafts
Quilter’s Group

4. Collecting donations from Bev

1. L
 ady Kenya
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3. Jack and Jill at
twelve months

9. Christmas gifts

5. Marist College Ashgrove’s donated hampers and gifts

2. Babies Jack and Jill
1

3
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6. V
 olunteers helped distribute hampers in the
Lockyer Valley

7

10. All Annette wanted for
Christmas was rain
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The abacus of Divine Providence

Did Mary Aikenhead have an abacus? It is highly likely
that she did. She was an astute business woman who,
prior to founding the Congregation of the Religious
Sisters of Charity in 1815, was a member of the elite Silk
Weavers and Traders Guild of Cork from the age of 17
when her mother’s illness necessitated Mary taking
control of the family business. However, it was not her
skill as a master of the abacus that Mary Aikenhead
passed on to her Sisters but her abiding trust and
confidence in the one and only bank that had never
failed her in any of her monetary needs and business
transactions, the bank whose interest rates, if any, were
very low, the bank that never foreclosed on its clients
due to inability to repay loans, the bank that was
dependable and reliable in all circumstances, the Bank
of Divine Providence. Her mantra was:

DWDA and later DWCS, augmented by Sr Christine’s
unwavering belief in divine providence, relied on
donations from its inception. Fundraising began with
a call for help to the community of Brisbane. The
first donation came from a volunteer at St Vincent’s
Care Services, Kangaroo Point (previously Marycrest
Retirement Community).
For ten years, Kylie March, the Lifestyle and Leisure
Coordinator, her staff and the residents’ social group
at St Vincent’s Care Services, Kangaroo Point have
been a consistent source of fundraising. This small
group has organised the annual DWCS Charity Fair,
held raffles, in house stalls and made items to be
sold. The Charity Fair has grown and the support has
never wavered.

3

Providence will provide. Providence can provide.
Providence does provide.

4

1. A
 beautiful quilt made by the Maleny
Arts and Craft Quilters Group
2. R
 esidents from St John the Baptist
Retirement Community enjoy morning
tea at the Charity Fair

1

3. Charity Fair at Marycrest organised by
Kylie March and residents
4. J oy Dawes and residents at Marycrest
serving customers
5

4. J oy Dawes and residents at Marycrest
serving customers
5. Craft items for sale

2

6

6. Kate Mapstone (left) at a charity stall
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The first DWDA stall, featuring handmade gifts and
quality items, was set‑up at Brisbane’s outdoor
Riverside Markets in 2007. No one counted on the
notorious Brisbane winds and soon stall‑keepers
found themselves rescuing goods being flung into the
air. All stalls were abandoned and everyone headed
home to safety!
Stalls were held in Brisbane’s Myer City Centre in 2007
and 2008. Pull‑up banners featuring DWDA and the
Sisters of Charity attracted many people connected to
the work of the Sisters, who were on hand to chat and
reminisce. These were very successful fundraisers.

Students and staff of Mt St Michael’s College,
Ashgrove have been generous supporters of DWCS
since 2007. Along with their fundraising activities
students have taken an active role in activities
organised by DWCS, with a few years senior students
and a staff member attending the Dragonfly Health
and Wellness Retreat. The students were welcomed
by the participants with open arms and their level of
maturity and willingness to offer support to the farmers
was greatly appreciated.

Outstanding fundraising contributions have been
made by the staff and students of Marist College,
Ashgrove. They have provided Christmas hampers
for 35 farming families each year as well as raising
thousands of dollars’ worth of gift vouchers.
Mater Dei Primary School, West Ashgrove and St
Peter Chanel Primary School, The Gap, along with
their Parents & Friends Associations have generously
supported the work of DWCS.
As word spread about the effectiveness of DWCS’
work, so did the opportunities to raise funds such as at
the Millmerran Country Girl’s Day Out.
In 2009 Glen Dagwell, the Facility Manager of St
John the Baptist Retirement Community, Enoggera,
together with the residents organised a Charity Fair
specifically to raise funds to assist DWCS. It was very
well‑attended and a similar event followed in 2010.
1. S
 r Kath Munce and Lady Kenya welcome people to the
Charity Fair at Marycrest Retirement Community
2. Enoggera
3. Sr Christine accepts a donation from St John the Baptist
Retirement Community

4

1

4. Craft stall in Myer Centre, Brisbane
5. F
 undraising at St John the Baptist Retirement Community

3

2
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Since 2014 a small group of residents at St Vincent’s
Care, Mitchelton, assisted with fundraising by
holding stalls of hand‑made gifts at the Brookside
Shopping Centre.

In 2014 Catherine McGrath, President of the Maleny
Catholic Ladies Group, read an article on the work
done by DWCS. She was impressed and suggested
the group do something practical to help. A fashion
parade and High Tea for over a hundred people was
held at the Pat Daley Centre. Each year since the
Maleny Catholic Ladies Group have replicated the
event to raise funds.

President Anita Turner and members of the Maleny
Arts and Crafts Group Quilters is another group from
the Sunshine Coast Hinterland who have been very
supportive of DWCS with their annual donation of
patchwork quilts, soft toys, children’s clothes and
beautifully packaged toiletries. The quilts are given to
each participant of the Dragonfly Health & Wellness
Retreat. A monetary value cannot be put on the time,
love and care that goes into the making of each of
these beautiful quilts.

The Butterfield Angels are another business group that
provided DWCS with Easter eggs, bottled water and
held occasional fundraising events.
The Caloundra Stitchers have donated money as
well as beautiful items to DWCS. Some of the young
widowed mothers‑to‑be visited by DWCS have been
the recipients of baby items crafted by these women.

Friends of the Downs & West Community Support
Group at the Mooloolah Gardens Retirement Resort
near Caloundra contribute to fundraising activities
by making hand‑made items that can be sold at
functions.

1

7

Jenny and Keith Wellsteed’s Open Garden at Maleny
was another successful fundraiser for DWCS in 2015.
Their magnificent garden attracted a large number of
visitors who, apart from viewing the beautiful garden
with its various ‘rooms’, were able to sit and enjoy
Devonshire Tea served beneath the trees.

None of the work of DWCS would have been possible
without the on‑going support and generosity of St
Vincent’s Health Australia (Queensland) who provide
the vehicles and storage facilities in their complexes.
St Vincent’s Health also provided significant financial
grants in the early years of DWCS.

In 2017 Leslie Thun and the Barambah Branch of the
Queensland Rural, Regional and Remote Women’s
Network (QRRRWN) organised the first of what
they hoped would become an annual fundraiser for
DWCS – A Christmas Party with a Cause. This was
in appreciation of the invaluable support, care and
compassion that DWCS has given them over the past
ten years. Local farming families in the Burnett came
together in Murgon to celebrate and ensure DWCS
would continue to be financially viable for many years
to come. Margaret Enkelmann’s Wearable Farm Art
was a feature of the celebration.

Over the years the Sisters of Charity Foundation
and Catholic Religious Australia, Queensland have
provided grants to DWCS for specific purposes. Grants
were also received from the Foundation for Rural
& Regional Renewal, the Conference of Leaders of
Religious Institutes, NSW) and the Department of
Social Services (Volunteer Grants 2015).

4

The Queensland Ambulance Service showed its
appreciation of the work done by DWCS by donating
a decommissioned ambulance for their use. Dubbed
‘Mary’ in honour of Mary Aikenhead, this vehicle has
been invaluable in transporting large quantities of
donated items to the needy. It has been a wonderful
and practical gift that is greatly appreciated.

2

5

8
3

10

8

1. B
 ev volunteered to help on the stall at
Brookside Shopping Centre

5. The Fashion Parade models

2. C
 raft sale at Brookside Shopping Centre

6. The organising group

3. Residents, staff and friends enjoy the
Charity Fair

7. Di Weightman, owner of Simply Stylish Fashions
Maleny, organised the fabulous outfits and models

4. C
 atherine McGrath, leader of the Maleny
Catholic Ladies Group
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6

7

8. Donations of rugs and children’s clothes from
Caloundra Stitchers
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12

7. Manager and residents for
Marycrest are ready for the
doors to open

10. Mary, a decommissioned ambulance,
was given to DWCS in 2016 by the
Queensland Ambulance Service

8. Barbara and Joan from
Caloundra Stitchers with
Sr Christine
9. In 2008 St Vincent’s Health
Australia offered this Ford
Mondeo to DWCS

11. C
 ollection from Maleny Arts and Crafts
Quilter’s Group
9
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12. N
 ew shoes, boots and slippers
donated by Anne Malone, owner
of Imelda on Maple
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From an initial donation of $49 in 2007 the abacus of
the bank of divine providence has been very busy
these past ten years calculating the great amount
of trust and confidence in its ability to provide the
life‑giving financial resources for DWCS to provide its
service of friendship, emotional support and spiritual
and pastoral care to those families coping with the
impact of diverse climate on their livelihood, possible
bank foreclosure, death of a loved one, spiralling debt,
isolation and mental health problems.

5

6

Mary Aikenhead reminded her Sisters “to do all as if
there was no‑one but ourselves to act, that is to do
our very best with fervour and perseverance and to
look for the result as entirely dependent on God.”
(21 May 1833).

2

3

1. S
 upporters enjoying Devonshire Tea
2. B
 eautifully made clothing for adults and children

4

3. Residents are wonderful servers and customers at the Charity Fair
4. S
 ister Christine with staff from St Vincent’s Health
5. Eileen Webber and Lady Kenya
6. S
 ome of the talented women from Caloundra Stitchers
1

7

7. Lucky number draw prizes
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Love is our driving force: cogs in the wheel,
a tribute to DWCS volunteers

May our Lord watch over and prosper the exertions of those
kind blessings of Friends (whom) He has given to us.
Mary Aikenhead, 28 June 1844
Can you imagine 23,562 recorded hours of work put
in by a group of volunteers? Isn’t it mind‑boggling?
This incredible amount of time is approximately the
number of hours of unpaid work that has been given
to DWCS over the past ten years by its dedicated
volunteers. These are the recorded hours. The
unrecorded hours would stretch into the hundreds of
thousands! The other amazing fact is that DWCS relies
on approximately 80 dedicated women and a small
number of men to keep its wheels of compassionate
care turning, as it strives to fulfil its purpose of
providing pastoral and emotional support to those
on the land in the south‑east and south west rural
and remote areas of Queensland who are suffering
from the impact of the climate. This small group of
dedicated and enthusiastic people share their time
and their skills to enable so many to benefit.
The break‑down of the number of volunteers reveals
that about 55 people work from home. These are the
ones that use their home‑making skills to provide the
many items that appear on the stalls at fundraising
events. They sew, knit, crochet, are quilters, create
beautiful cards, and serve on the stalls as well. Others
who work from home take on the role of a Contact
Person for DWCS and have made their homes
available for the reception and collection of donated
goods. They also distribute pamphlets detailing key
features of the services provided by DWCS together
with a series of suggested events that local groups,
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including parishes, may wish to organise as fundraisers
for this work. Another five volunteers sort, wrap and
pack gift items for the hundreds of hampers that are
distributed throughout the year and especially at
Christmas time. These people also serve on the stalls.
The Dragonfly Health and Wellness Retreat involves
a core group of seven to nine women who regularly
assist in the planning and setting up of the Function
Centre, attending to morning and afternoon tea,
welcoming guests, participating in and leading the
various activities. The Wellness Days and the Wellness
Through Creativity and Learning Workshops involve
another two or three women.
The working bees that have been organised when
the occasion arises to clear backyards and clean‑up
houses, bring together about five to seven people,
depending on the district where it is needed and the
extent of the work.
Volunteers are indispensable to the work undertaken
by DWCS and are an integral part of this ministry.
Sr Christine’s ability, as Coordinator, to network and
encourage people to share their gifts has been
responsible for many becoming volunteers. As a
Sister of Charity, Sr Christine has worked toward
seeking support of her sisters and their former
health and education facilities in Queensland such
as the St Vincent’s Private Hospitals, Kangaroo
Point and Toowoomba, St Vincent’s Care Services

Mt St Michael’s College, Mater Dei Primary School,
Ashgrove, and St Peter Chanel School, The Gap.
The work of volunteers can be divided into three groups:
A. Long term preparation for fundraising events:
1. Making craft items
2. Making baby and children’s clothes
3. Serving on the stalls
4. Registering fundraising events on our website
B. Office and storage room
1. Sorting, labelling and packing items
2. Collecting donated items
3. Wrapping gifts
4. Preparing facilities for functions
5. Making follow‑up phone calls
6. Taking minutes and doing computer work
C. Short term preparation for functions
1. Sort items for forth‑coming functions
2. Pack the car
3. Assist at function (if possible)
Being true to the spirit of Mary Aikenhead, let us
continue to pray and care for all those who assist
DWCS for they are truly a blessing and gift from God
to this ministry.
Downs & West Community Support 2007–2017
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2

1. K
 nitter’s Friendship Group in Brisbane
provides items for sale to help support
DWCS’ fundraising efforts

3

2. V
 olunteers Eileen, Bea and David,
with Sr Christine, at Brookside
Shopping Centre
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4

5

3. Butterfield Angels
4. S
 r Christine and Lady Kenya prepare
for a Charity Fair

5. B
 ea Brown donated a bag at the
working bee
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DROUGHT, BUSHFIRE AND FLASH FLOOD:
PARTICIPANTS SHARE THEIR EXPERIENCE

Wellness Day for Country Women

Take all due care of your own health and that of others,
and may our Heavenly Father give His blessing.
Mary Aikenhead, 6 December 1854
One of DWCS objectives is “To collaborate with rural
organisations in an effort to reach more people in
need”. DWCS worked with Leigh Plumber, Ozcare
Bush Connections in Toowoomba, and together we
planned a few days for country women under the
name Country Girls’ Day Out. It was catchy but we
weren’t able to attract funding. Within the first year
we changed the name to Wellness Day for Country
Women. Funding was available especially when we
added a ‘health component’ to the day.
Offered at no cost to participants, these days
were an opportunity for women doing it tough to
unwind and enjoy ‘time out’ from their daily routine.
Organisations that supported and attended the days
were Subtropical Dairy Australia, Queensland Dairy
Farmers Organisation, Women’s Mobile Health, Rural
Financial Counsellors, Country Women’s Association,
Relationships Australia, Uniting Care Community,
Agforce, Centacare, and later Burnett Inland Economic
Development Organisation.
Between 2007 and 2017, 113 Wellness Days for Country
Women were held and 5,258 women have enjoyed
a day of relaxation and pampering. This totals 4,221
volunteer hours.

The Wellness Days for Country Women have been
funded by Catholic Religious Australia Queensland
and St Vincent’s Health Australia and funds raised
by DWCS.
There is a clear program for the day that starts
with the women getting to know each other. This is
followed by a series of activities for the participants
to explore their feelings in a safe, non‑judgmental
environment. Support sessions are led by either a
professional counsellor or psychologist as well as
informed discussions on mental health and women’s
health issues. A variety of relaxation therapies, as well
as meals are provided. At the end of the day each
woman goes home with a pamper pack, a gift pack of
toiletries, household goods hamper and a dozen eggs.

All women had been severely affected by the 2011 and
2013 floods and the 2014 drought. The women left the
day with a large pamper pack, a gift pack of toiletries,
the choice of kitchenware or linen gifts and a cheque
for $300‑$500 to help them through the weeks ahead.

This is not well thought out but I have been moved to
stand before you to share what I have experienced over
the past three years. I wouldn’t normally do this but
after listening to some of you talk today, I have found
it in myself to say something. I live with my husband
and three children and we have had it all. The drought
made things so dry that, as a result, we were in the
middle of the latest bushfire which took everything –
our home, our livestock, the lot! With the support of
our family and friends we decided to start again and
built a new home. Slowly we got more livestock and
planted grain which we hoped to harvest. Who would
have thought that we would then be flooded out and
that the Stanthorpe area would be declared a disaster
area? We lost live‑stock, fences went down and crops
were destroyed. I just sat down and cried but showed
a brave front when family and friends came to visit.
It isn’t an easy thing to do, to live on the land, but it is
our life and with it comes the challenges that we have
been talking about today.

THE GLUE OF A FARMING FAMILY
Women are the glue of a farming family…the quiet,
hidden business people. They run the day to day
errands, take care of the books, negotiate with the
accountant and stake holders, and promote the
business all the whilst contributing to the local
community and being involved with the children’s
school and sporting events. The women in these
communities are the ones that work on the farm and
off the farm through paid work and unpaid domestic
work. They are the doctors, nurses, housekeepers and
teachers in rural and remote communities. They are the
accountant, cleaner, builder, wife, mother, bookkeeper,
station hand, cook, driver and the list goes on.

3

Claire Dunne, Women in Agriculture, November 2015

4

I got through this with my husband and children.
Together we will continue to work the land hoping that
God will listen to our cries for help. I would like to thank
you all for being here today, for sharing as you have
and for helping me to open up to you. We are all in this
together and maybe we will be able to support each
other in the coming days and weeks.

In 2011 the format of the Wellness Day for Country
Women in the Downs, Lockyer Valley and Burnett was
changed to restrict numbers to 25 per session. This
allowed for more one on one emotional and pastoral
support and the Rural Counselling Service arranged
for professional counsellors to be on hand. Most of the
participants were experiencing financial and emotional
hardship, some had lost a husband in the last year or
he was diagnosed with a life‑threatening illness.

Glen Aplin, 2008
This day has been TOTAL gift to us. Thank you so much
for coming and for organising this day. We are most
grateful! If I could help in some small way next time
please do let me know, I’d love to help you.
Joanna, Nanango Shire

1. Enjoying a foot massage
2. Two young farmers

1

2

3. Country women coming
together
4. Beef cattle grazier Helen Roth
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THE OWL WELLNESS DAY FOR COUNTRY
WOMEN AFTER THE FLOOD
In symbolic iconography the owl represents intuition,
the ability to see what others do not see. It also
represents intelligence, wisdom and femininity.
In 2014, in response to requests by a dietician and
nutritionist, the first of two Owl Wellness Days,
were held in Toowoomba. Funded by Uniting Care
Community, they were offered at no cost to women
who had suffered because of the 2011 and 2013
floods. The day offered support to women with
declining health, experiencing weight gain or loss and
/or mental health issues. These two days were so
successful that DWCS and Karen Seiler of QRRRWN
organised three days in the Burnett that were funded
by DWCS and Agforce in the South Burnett.
The Owl Wellness Day offered relaxation therapies,
sessions on self‑care presented by nutritionists,
dieticians and psychologists. The Mobile Health Nurse
offered pap smears. Each participant was given a
self‑help gift such as bathroom scales, cookbook,
toiletries and a variety of healthy household items.

THE LADYBIRD SENIORS’ WELLNESS DAY

PARTICIPANTS’ REFLECTIONS

In 2012 and 2014 The Ladybird Seniors Wellness Days,
were organised by DWCS for the Downs, and DWCS
and the Queensland Rural Regional Remote Women’s
Network, (QRRRWN) Barambah Branch for the South
Burnett. These days were created for women daunted
by attending gatherings that consisted of 50‑90
women at the Wellness Days.

This was a really lovely day and so unexpected. It was
good to laugh at things we thought we could never
laugh at again. Thank you for your kindness.

These two gatherings provided an opportunity to relax
and be with likeminded women. Many were thinking
about the possibility of retiring from the land, and
some were already experiencing this transition, both
difficult situations.

Marcia

Stephanie
Sharing with like‑minded women is refreshing and
very beneficial.

Talks were given on ‘coping with unexpected change’
and ‘what now?’ The social worker and psychologist
were able to offer tools for managing stress and to
offer on‑going support. Relaxation therapies such as
massage, reflexology and facials were also offered.
Meals and flowers were given to all ladybirds.
Approximately 100 women attended these days.

I felt so humbled to be treated with respect. We had
a wonderful time and you made us feel so special.

4

Louise 2014

5

1. Manicures
2. The Owl, by Rodney Jones
3. The Owl Wellness Day for Country
Women ended in a meal together

2
1

3

4. Country Girls’ Day Out, Millmerran
5-6. Ladybird Wellness Day
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RETIRED FARMERS’ DAYS OUT
In 2011 the Retired Farmers’ Day Out was initiated for
farmers retiring from the land or no longer able to
afford to keep their farms. The event was a priority
for DWCS who wanted to thank these farmers from
Clifton, Nobby, Killarney, Yangan and Leyburn.
Responding to a request made by Blue Care in 2013,
DWCS helped organise outings for 130 retired farming
women on the Downs and the Granite Belt. Some
lived with adult children on farms, while others lived
in town. Transport was arranged to Toowoomba or to
Glen Aplin. Women from Clifton, Nobby, Greenmount,
Allora, Pittsworth, Leyburn and Glen Aplin renewed
acquaintances and enjoyed a meal and activities.

COMMENTS FROM WOMEN ATTENDING
THE RETIRED FARMERS DAY OUT:

Bugger the drought

We are just waiting for the bus to go home but I must
tell you that we have had a lovely time today and I’d
like to thank you for going to all this trouble to get us
here safely and home too I hope!
My family would love it if I went out more but it is a
bit much for me now, but I have really enjoyed today.
Maybe it was because I didn’t have too much time
to think about it and you attended to all my needs
beautifully, before I even asked. You know that we
oldies are very independent don’t you! Thank you for
your generosity and kindness to us. It was lovely.

May it be so by the divine blessing that the great and sudden
change of weather will not have damped the cheering prospects
of a greatly abundant harvest which we had apparently every
reason to hope would be our blessing.

4

In December 2014 – 2016 Christmas dinners for
88 men and women transitioning from farming to
retirement were held at the Weiss Restaurant and
Burke and Wills Restaurant in Toowoomba. Many of
these farmers had been friends from way back, and
these dinners enabled friendships to be renewed.

Mary Aikenhead, 16 July 1842
At the height of the drought DWDA joined a network of
rural organisations in the Burnett who organised three
‘Bugger the Drought’ events in December 2007 and
February 2008. They were so successful that similar
events were organised on the Downs in March 2008.

2

5

1

6

1. Retired Farmers’ Day Out
2. E
 aster Hat Parade and Killarney Wellness Day
3. Sr Christine with her team of organisers at the Millmerran
Country Girls’ Day Out
4. W
 ellness Days in the Burnett wouldn’t be possible without the
help from volunteers who do so much including loading the truck
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5. Volunteers from Ozcare Bush Connections prepare lunch
3

6. P
 articipants leave the Wellness Day with gifts of fresh eggs
and household goods
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These evenings were offered at no cost to farming
families. They were held in rural Cloyna Proston and
South Durong. The evenings started at 5pm and
finished by 10.30pm. Child‑minding and a barbeque
were offered. Entertainment included country singing
by local artists, music and dancing. A talk was given
on the rural support services available for pastoral and
emotional support, financial support and counselling
services. Workplace health and safety issues on a
farm were openly discussed. Beyond Blue addressed
issues associated with depression, suicide, anxiety
disorders and other related mental health and talked
about identifying stress, its triggers and tools to
manage stress. Beyond Blue distributed contact lists
of support hotlines. Relaxation massage was offered.
The ambulance officers did blood pressure and blood
sugar tests. For those who wished, bowel cancer
testing kits were available. It was a great evening in
defiance of the drought!

Downs & West Community Support 2007–2017

In total, 368 families (637 adults and 181 children)
gathered to celebrate life on the land in spite of
drought and to take the opportunity to meet with
neighbours and friends they had not seen for months.

1

At each gathering, DWDA provided lucky door prizes,
60 Christmas hampers, gift packs and every family
received one dozen fresh eggs donated by Sunny
Queen Eggs.
I just could not believe how kind people have been
to even think of us. What you are doing is a truly
wonderful thing. I truly believe that circumstances
will one day turn around for us and we will be there to
re‑contribute back to the community that has helped
us so much. Your hampers have made a big difference
in our lives.

2

Sarah J, Nanango Shire

1. Farmers making damper
2. Dinner is served

3

3. Lucky door prizes
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The children’s laughter reminds us how it used to be

May Our Lord give you all the grace to be truly grateful
and humble children of his sweet Providence; may we all
love this Almighty Father.
Mary Aikenhead, 1843

LET’S GET TOGETHER AND HAVE FUN

FEEDBACK FROM PARENTS

LIFE AND HEALTH EDUCATION PROGRAMME

A group of mothers in the Greenmount and Nobby
areas approached DWDA in 2007 with a request for a
day to be held for the young children in the region.

Thanks for taking such great care of our children and
giving us the time to catch up with our friends.

The aim of the Life and Health Education Programme
is to support Australian schools in providing students
with the strongest foundation possible for them
to reach their aspirations in learning and life. This
programme helps children develop strategies to
enhance their well‑being, promote safety and counter
violence, bullying and abuse in all online and physical
spaces. The programme also helps build links with
community organisations, services and agencies
that can assist schools in the early identification of
needs and plan targeted support for all students and
their families.

In January 2008 and 2009, 56 children aged 5‑13
years came together to celebrate Australia – bush to
the beach. Parents assisted Sr Christine and her team
to organise games, activities and refreshments and
each child received a gift. The day gave parents the
opportunity to sit and chat with their neighbours. The
gathering was filled with laughter, lively chatter and
smiles. A great time was had by all, young and old!

Chrissey
The kids had a great time and it was good seeing them
playing with each other and joining in all the games.
The gifts were very much appreciated.
Janylle
NO COST for the 4 hours of fun for our children was
great.
Mary Lou
Atmosphere was very relaxing. We (the parents) were
able to sit with our friends and have a chat.
Christine

2

1
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1. F
 ace painting is always popular
2. Drawing and colouring

DWDA collaborated with schools to encourage
children to develop a positive self‑image, self‑esteem
and a feeling of uniqueness that would equip them
to make positive, healthy choices From 2008 to 2013,
at an investment of $12,572, the DWDA Advisory
Committee subsidised 835 children from St Patrick’s
School Allora, St Patrick’s School Mitchell, St Francis
de Sales School Clifton, St Monica’s School Oakey, St
Mary’s School Taroom, St Joseph’s School Tara, Ma
Ma Creek State School Ma Ma Creek and Murgon
State School Murgon, to attend the Life and Education
Programme for two years.
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BACK TO SCHOOL
In October 2008 Sr Christine approached the Director
of Catholic Education, Toowoomba, out of concern for
families in the Diocese who were suffering financial
hardship. As a result of the meeting DWDA were
able to meet with staff in schools on the Downs and
evaluate what the critical needs were for families. It
was decided that the best way to help was to provide
essential items for the 2009 school year. The primary
schools in the towns of Tara, Taroom, Mitchell and
Durong South in the South Burnett were chosen. The
first three were Catholic schools and the latter a one
teacher State school with ten students. The back to
school items were purchased from local businesses
in the closest town. Corporate Express donated note
pads and uniforms were provided for those in need.
Local businesses packed a backpack full of the items
for each child. The $6,719.00 DWDA spent gave
trade to local businesses, provided 191 children the
essentials for the new school year, and reduced some
financial stress on their families.
On January 10, 2011 flash floods raced through
Toowoomba and the Lockyer Valley. The town of
Grantham was particularly hard hit. Homes were
washed away and media live‑streamed footage of
people, including small children, being winched from
roof tops by the Emergency Management Helicopter
Rescue Service. Seventeen people lost their lives
in the flood, 12 of these were from Grantham itself.
Amongst those watching the media footage was an
anonymous supporter of DWDA who donated ‘back
to school’ requirements for five children affected by
the flood. Each of these five children had experienced
the horror of seeing a parent swept away by the
raging floodwaters, leaving them clinging for their
life on whatever was secure, waiting to be rescued.
These children were taken to one of the evacuation
centres where they were cared for and the process
of providing on‑going support and help began.

You will never know what this means to the parents
not to worry about where they will get the money
to purchase the requirements for the 2009 school
year. This has lifted an enormous pressure off their
shoulders and ALL the children will have ALL the
back to school requirements.
Principal, St Joseph’s School, Tara
The staff at Tara newsagency would like to thank
you for purchasing all the ‘back to school’ books
and consumables list for 2010. It was great working
with you to get this all ready for the end of year
celebrations 2009.
Tara Newsagency

1

1. C
 hildren from St Mary’s Primary School,
Tarooma, with items for the new school year
2. C
 hildren from St Joseph’s School, Tara,
gratefully receive ‘back to school’ gifts
3. A kitchen garden offers children an opportunity
to plant, look after and eat their produce
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COUNTRY TO CITY CHILDREN’S CAMPS,
It was clear to DWDA that farming families outside the
Toowoomba and Warwick areas were forced to withdraw
their children from all extra‑curricular activities in order to
keep things afloat financially. School Camps were out of
the question for many because of the expense involved.
DWDA decided to help by providing a low‑cost camping
experience for those children whose families had no
other option but to withdraw them from the various
extra‑curricular activities provided by their schools.

3

Two Country to City Camps were offered to primary
school children in 2009 in the Taroom and Tara areas
and was jointly funded by St Vincent’s and Holy Spirit
Health Queensland, Mt St Michael’s College and DWDA.
Fifty children were given the opportunity to attend a
camp that took them to visit either the Gold Coast or the
Sunshine Coast.
For those who opted to visit the Gold Coast, St Ursula’s
College, Toowoomba and Marist College, Ashgrove,
provided free accommodation for 25 children, two
teachers and two parents. The second group of 25
children, two teachers and two parents who had chosen
the Sunshine Coast stayed at the Maranatha Recreation
Camp, Kiamba which provided accommodation at a
specially discounted rate.

8

Sr Christine, accompanied by three students from Mt St
Michael’s, Ashgrove, was kept busy helping to supervise
the two groups of children on their visits to Australia Zoo,
White Water World, IMAX Theatre, Southbank Parklands
and Cobb & Co Museum. The children also dined at a
Sizzlers Restaurant, enjoyed a crunchy ice‑cream, had
breakfast at McDonald’s and a bush tucker barbeque.
The third Country to City Camp experience was offered
to 45 secondary school students from Goomeri State
High. Instead of organising a holiday experience, DWDA
subsidised these students to attend their annual School
Camp and participate in one of the key activities of the
school year.

5

1

9
4

5. White Water World

2

1. D
 itta Crisci, Jessica Dennis and Annalyse
Priddey from Mt St Michael College, Ashgrove

6. C
 hildren who attended the Country to City Children’s
Camp enjoyed dinner at Sizzlers Restaurant in Brisbane

2. White Water World

7. Patiently waiting

3. Ditta, Annalyse and Jessica with Sr Christine

6
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8. Hungry after all the activity
9 Life and Health Education at St Patrick’s School, Alloora

4. Smiles were seen everywhere
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The Annual Heritage Agricultural Show, Toowoomba

Our duty is to be like the good Shepherd in the very parable
taught us by His own Sacred Words – we must support those
who are weak, and bind up the wounds and fractures of our
flock, even before they complain of the pain brought on by
their own folly.

4

Mary Aikenhead, 3 July 1846
The Annual Heritage Agricultural show held in
Toowoomba over three days is the largest Farmers
Marketplace in Queensland, attracting over 800
exhibitors and over 20,000 primary producers from all
over Australia, New Zealand and South‑East Asia. Our
presence at the Agricultural Show in 2009 was the first
for DWDA and the Sisters of Charity. We welcomed the
opportunity to be part of the show and, with excitement
in the air, we set up our stall. Our primary motivation was
to raise awareness of the service provided by DWDA
and, secondly, to raise funds which would benefit those
affected by drought and other climatic conditions. The
DWDA stall was in a great position and, when time
permitted, we spent time networking with and seeking
practical support from the exhibitors in our pavilion. Our
presence was very much appreciated by all.

Sixteen people asked for assistance to complete the
drought assistance forms. A large number of people
were referred to GP Connections who offered free full
medicals at the show. Financial pressure was relieved
for two families by paying overdue bills. Many took
the information packs regarding the services available
for those in need of support. Some visitors to the stall
were relatives of our sisters and others had also been
associated with the Sisters of Charity through our
hospitals, schools and boards in Victoria, New South
Wales and Queensland. We were delighted to catch up
with a few farmers we had supported over the years.

Two lucky draw recipients included:
1. A family who travelled back to the Agricultural Show
(one hour trip) to collect their gift voucher. They did
this so they could purchase household goods for
dinner that night. They had been living on a variety
of potatoes and egg dishes for two weeks because
they had very little money.

1

2. DWCS stall at the Show

4. S
 rs Christine Henry, Jeannie
Johnstone, Libby Byrne and
Dorothy Bayliss

3. Handmade items for sale

5. DWCS stall

1. S
 rs Christine Henry and
Jeannie Johnstone

2. A single parent of four who was struggling in many
ways since her husband died six months ago.

3

5

Our daily free ‘lucky draw’ was amazing: each of the
winners of the $100 gift voucher was in need. Through
the generosity of people we raised over $900 from
craft sales and donations.

The eye catching retractable DWDA and Sisters of
Charity banners drew many people to our stall. Both
adults and children stopped to read the banners and
spend time talking to the Sisters.
2
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Dragonfly Health and Wellness Retreats

May our Lord provide for and protect you and all of us in our
various necessities. Every sincere wish and prayer for health
and every best blessing to yourself and each one around you.
Mary Aikenhead, 22 December 1852

WHY THE NAME DRAGONFLY?
While having a cup of tea in St George, Queensland
in 2009 with a few farmers, Sr Christine spoke about
the possibility of organising a weekend retreat for
country women. “Would you be interested in this type
of retreat?” she asked. With a heartfelt ‘Yes, Yes, Yes!,
the dream to respond to a need began to evolve. Ideas
were tossed around and noted and the name Dragonfly
Health and Wellness Retreat was chosen. The more
these women talked, the more they realised that
the dragonfly signified change, transformation, new
beginnings, dance, happiness, seeing the full picture,
adaptability, self‑discovery, joy, compassion, grace,
beauty and elegance, and of unmasking the real self
that has its source in mental and emotional maturity.

It accomplishes its objectives with simplicity, grace
and elegance. Most of a dragonfly’s life is spent as
a nymph, flying only a few months. The dragonfly
symbolises the virtue of embracing the harmony
and gift of life, living in the present to the fullest
without regrets.
These two viewpoints have melded into the
unique quality of the DWCS Dragonfly Health
and Wellness Retreat.

2

Others have interpreted the dragonfly’s scurrying
flight across the water as representing the act of
going beyond the surface and looking into the deeper
implications and aspects of life. The dragonfly’s
agile flight and its ability to move in all six directions
exudes power and poise that only comes with age
and maturity.

1. D
 ecorating the space to make it feel special
is an important part of the Retreats
1

2. C
 hristine with the creation she completed in
an Art Workshop
3. Welcome!
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WHY A HEALTH AND WELLNESS RETREAT’?
Those associated with DWCS are inspired by families’
courage and determination to face each day with hope
and love. A number of women had said that during
the tough times, they put off accessing health care
services because of the distance and cost of petrol.
In many cases it is the woman who keeps the family
together, wearing many hats – wife, mother, daughter,
farm hand, counsellor, accountant, first aid officer and
vet. Although these women had not complained, it was
clear that they needed time out to be refreshed and
just to be! DWCS decided to bring some services to
them under one roof.
The Dragonfly Health and Wellness Retreat was open
at no cost to those from the South East, Darling Downs
South West, the Granite Belt and Burnett The criteria to
participate included being aged between 21‑90 years,
affected either by drought or floods or both, struggling
to maintain the family unit in spite of the loss of one
partner either through death, separation or divorce,
crushing financial difficulties, struggling with on‑going
physical and mental exhaustion.
Access to a mini‑medical team was a vital component
of the Retreats and made possible with the support
of Garry Hansford, Community Support Worker GP
Connections, Toowoomba, and a team of accredited
medical, nursing and Allied Health Professionals,
relaxation therapist and consultants located
in Toowoomba.
Women arrived and were in awe at all that was done
for them. After being shown to their accommodation
they were offered a light snack and given time to
wander around the gardens. The women were invited
to participate in a health and mental health check
that included a Diabetic AusDRisk Assessment, Touch
Screen Hearing Assessment and access to a dietitian.
They were offered the services of counsellors and
pastoral carers. Appointment times at the Toowoomba
General Hospital were made for those women who
wished to have a mammogram and arrangements
were made to take them there.
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As one participant later said: “What a great idea to
have everything available on one site. It was in an
environment of love, care and compassion.”
A variety of relaxation and beauty therapies, Yoga
and Tai Chi were also made available. The aim was
to increase the importance of self‑care. Healthy and
wholesome meals, entertainment, companionship and
support from others who had a shared understanding
were part of this all‑encompassing experience. Time
for meditation and journaling were also given to allow
the women to reflect on their own journey.

1

Creative workshops included photography, dance,
stimulating dance and movement, painting, singing,
card‑making and creating a fascinator made from
farm waste. Each workshop contributed to the many
faceted unique experience.
Margaret Enkelmann’s Farm Wearable Art Fashion
Parade was always one of the highlights of this and
subsequent Dragonfly weekends.

2

During the weekend the women were gifted with
precious items especially made and donated for them.
These included fashionable dragonfly jewellery, stylish
shoes and boots from Imelda’s on Maple, Maleny, the
latest fashions and accessories, magnificent towel sets
and toiletries and the exquisite hand‑made quilts by
the Maleny Arts and Crafts ‑ Quilters.
As they packed to go home, rejuvenated in spirit, the
participants shared reflections of their weekend away:
“I am going home a changed person. I felt I had no
more to give. Now I do.”
“I found that offering the medical tests: pap smear,
mammogram and hearing test very effective in helping
us to look after ourselves.”
“What a great idea to have everything available on
one site. It was in an environment of love, caring
and compassion.”

3

1. O
 ne of the presenters,
Ros Darracott
2. W
 omen are invited to
participate in a mental
and health check
including a Diabetic
AusDRisk Assessment
3. Enjoying some facial
therapy
4. K
 aye giving a hee bee gee
bee head massage

4

5. D
 ragonfly Retreat Group
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“I have been overwhelmed by everything: the
thoughtfulness of the programme and presentations,
the beautiful décor, the magic touches, the
extraordinary generosity of people – the sponsors and
the donors of gifts.”
The Dragonfly Retreats were made possible by the
following generous sponsors:
2010 – Catholic Religious Australia, Queensland, and
the Foundation for Rural and Regional Renewal
2011 – St Vincent’s Health and Aged Care Ltd
2012 – M
 arch co‑hosted and partially sponsored
by Queensland Rural, Remote and Regional
Women’s Network, Barambah branch
2012 – M
 ay co‑hosted and partially sponsored by
Rhealth, Toowoomba
2016 – UnitingCare Community
In ten years, 281 women from as far west as
Thargomindah, Theodore and Taroom in the north,
Thallon in the south and Nanango to the east attended
at least one of the four retreats held at the James
Byrne Centre, Highfields or the one held at the
Bunya Mountains.

1

Over this period the Dragonfly Health and Wellness
Retreat has involved 1,536 volunteer hours.

Australian Year of the Farmer 2012

We ought to pray that our Lord may preserve
the abundant fruits of the earth.
More than 300 people turned out at the Brisbane
Broncos Leagues Club on Saturday, 22 September
2012, for DWCS most ambitious fundraiser. It was billed
as a tribute to the Australian Year of the Farmer with a
Wearable Art Fashion Parade as the key feature. Mrs
Lisa Newman, wife of then Premier Newman joined 40
farmers bussed in from Bundaberg, Maryborough, St
George, Thallon, Allora, Chinchilla, Pittsworth and the
Burnett. The farmers represented a variety of primary
industries: horticulture, aquaculture, and beef, dairy,
sheep, pigs, cotton, grain and sugar cane and their
presence brought home the reality of the catchcry,
“every family needs a farmer”.
Staff and residents from St Vincent’s Care Services,
Kangaroo Point and St John the Baptist Retirement
Village, Enoggera were also among the throng seated
in the main area of the Auditorium. Homemade
refreshments were served before the official proceedings.

1. Farm Wearble Art
2. W
 omen participating in
Thai Chi
3. Quilts made by volunteers
and presented to each
participant

3

2

4

4. Enjoying a facial
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Mary Aikenhead, 2 December 1854

The Auditorium became a Farmer’s Market as the
dining area was surrounded by a variety of stalls
including handmade craft items, preserves and
Australian native plants from Greening Australia. The
displayed welding art made by women farmers drew
many admirers. Mrs Glen Dagwell, Facility Manager
of St John the Baptist Retirement Village, Enoggera
welcomed Mrs Lisa Newman and everyone present.
Addressing the gathering were Cate Mapstone,

Downs & West Community Support 2007–2017

AM, Chairperson DWCS Advisory Committee, Rod
Saal, OAM, AgAssist Farm Business Management
Consultant, and Sr Christine Henry, DWCS Co‑ordinator.
All eyes were eagerly awaiting the appearance of
Bonita and her Ladies on the runway, modelling the
latest fashion in recycled farm products! Who would
have thought that fertiliser bags, plastic wrap, rusted
windscreen wipers and even spent bullet cartridges
could look so chic and haute couture! Bonita and her
ladies did not disappoint, they were sensational.

2

WHAT IS FARM WEARABLE ART?
Margaret explains, “Farm Wearable Art does not care
about one’s colour, size or age: it cares only about
bringing laughter and fun. Farm wearable Art gives
one’s imagination great freedom but it comes with
many other benefits; the main one being for the
individual, who, to her surprise, finds that she can step
outside the ‘circle’ and enjoy being just a little bit crazy
for a few minutes.”
This very successful event raised $12,378 for DWCS.
My grandfather used to say that once in your life you
need a doctor, a lawyer, a policeman and a preacher
but every day, three times a day, you need a farmer.
Brenda Schoepp, 2012

3

1. O
 ver 300 people attended the
DWCS fundraiser
2. Ilsa with (L to R) Sisters Maria
Carmel Cullen, Nola Riley,
Mathilde Harnischfeger
3. This welded dragon was created
by farmer Karen Seiler
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Wellness through creativity and learning days

Companions on a journey

Let each of us be faithful in accomplishing our respective duties
towards Him, our neighbours, and ourselves; and be ready
to lay aside our active labours when He so wills.

Let us value the great gift of creation and do our best
to conserve it.
Mary Aikenhead

Mary Aikenhead
In the final session of the Dragonfly Health and
Wellness Retreat, the women are given the
opportunity to share their thoughts on future events
and staying connected with each other. Over the years
a variety of workshops have been suggested. Some
of these ideas included card making, learning to knit
and crochet, photography and creating a photo‑book.
What emerged was Wellness through Creativity and
Learning, another facet of the care offered by DWCS.
These special workshop days provide participants
with the opportunity to move out of their daily routine,
to stretch beyond the boundaries, to cultivate their
creative selves and focus on something new through
learning, listening and sharing.

A DAY AT THE BEACH, 2015
Priscilla Queen of the Beach photographic workshop
was funded by DWCS and organised by Leslie Thun,
farmer and friend of DWCS since 2007. Twelve ladies
travelled by bus to the Sunshine Coast for a day of
photographing sand, surf, seashells, seaweed and
much more. For a few hours these country women had
the opportunity to feel the sand between their toes
and through the camera lens view the beauty of a day
at the beach. Support was provided by photographer
Brad Marsellos from the ABC.
As one of the group said:
Some days just don’t get better than this! What a
wonderful ‘Priscilla Queen of the Beach.’

YOU CAN DO IT WORKSHOP 2016
AT MILES QLD
The You Can Do It workshop came in response to a
small group of women who felt isolated, alone and
depressed much of the time. DWCS asked how they
could help and they replied that they needed to do
something with their time. The small group agreed
with the offer put forward by DWCS to organise an
educational and creative workshop that included
basic knitting, card‑making and calligraphy. The ladies
rounded up their friends and neighbours and 35
women came together to enjoy a morning tea and to
learn a craft. There were three sessions, each with a
different craft which were run concurrently. The room
was filled with laughter and fun!
As one lady said, “I have enjoyed the company of all
these ‘crazy craft chicks’ and the delicious lunch we
all prepared. It is good to go home with something for
‘show and tell”. DWCS provided all of the resources.
The day was so successful that one of the ladies
organised a follow‑up gathering the next month. The
group continue to meet each month to share their
skills, to chat and to enjoy each other’s company.

1. Sr Christine’s Creative Card Making workshop

WELCOME KENYA!

Sr Christine remembers some of Kenya’s exploits:

In late November 2010, DWCS Team was joined by
another member whose purpose would become
apparent once she had settled in and developed her
own style of pastoral care. Hers would be the unique
touch of pats, cuddles and licks ‑ all accompanied
by a wagging tail. A non‑judgmental presence that
observes all and keeps confidences shared.

There’s a good reason for the big smile that lights up
Kenya’s face and twinkles in her eyes. She is one of
those lucky dogs that was bitten by a snake and lived
to tell the tale. When the incident occurred, fortunately
there was a vet on the neighbouring farm who was
able to treat Kenya immediately. For the next 24 hours
Kenya was under the watchful eye of the vet and his
children. She is one tough little Vegemite and we were
very grateful to those who saved her life.

A red toy poodle, Kenya, also known as Lady Kenya,
accompanied Sr Christine wherever she went. She was
a valuable ice‑breaker for those who are a little reticent
and unsure when faced with a room full of excited,
chatting women. For the children who live on the
remote properties, Kenya was a welcome visitor. Kenya
also accompanied Sr Christine on visits to the Aged
Care Facilities where she developed quite a fan club
among the residents.

1. K
 enya was bitten by a snake
and survived

2

5

4

2

2. Kenya well again
3. Companions on a journey
4. Kenya
5. Children love Kenya

3
1

6. Kenya with Robin from ABC radio

2. A
 wonderful photographic workshop held at the beach
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In November 2016 Sr Christine remembers a good
season in some areas:
Co‑driver, Lady Kenya, stayed awake all day and
made sure I was going along the right road. We finally
reached our destination and were greeted by the family
and all the working dogs.

1

2

As we spoke to the farmers, we took a deep breath
and enjoyed the sweet aroma of freshly cut hay. The
first cut of hay, provided the weather has been kind, is
in late September or early October, depending on the
grass. Sometimes, if the right weather conditions have

prevailed, a second cut could be done late February,
early March, but the first cut is always the best hay. In
another paddock the huge round bales were lined up
and ready to be tucked away in the shed.
It was one of those rare times when I remember back to
my youth when putting up hay meant a whole different
thing. Bales were much smaller and a different shape.
A lot of man and kid power was needed to fill the hay
shed with hundreds of small square bales. Thanks
to modern technology, farmers now handle hay by
machine instead of by hand.

1. A
 kitten took over Kenya’s seat

We are ten!

May we be ever grateful to our Lord who has given us such solid
and kindly interested friends, so well able to advise – to
themselves also we are bound in respect and gratitude.
Mary Aikenhead, 13 December 1841

2. K
 itten asleep in the drink holders.
3. Lady Kenya with Jamie

Saturday 1 September 2017, was a special milestone:
ten years of selfless collaboration and achievement
by all those wonderful, generous, hard‑working
and committed individuals in the Downs, the South
Burnett, far South ‑west Queensland, the greater
Brisbane area, the Sunshine Coast, the Gold Coast and
the Northern Rivers of New South Wales, who together
have enabled the tiny mustard seed that is the Downs
& West Community Support to germinate, to grow, to
blossom and to bear fruit.

4. Hospital visitation
5. Kenya in the wind
6. Kenya

4

3

St Finbarr’s School Hall, Ashgrove, was the venue for
the celebration of this special milestone. The choice
of venue was purely coincidental. It was chosen for
convenience ‑ the hall was the perfect size for this
celebration, and it was available for use. It turned out
to be a great choice as the place to celebrate the ten
years of this very special ministry which came to birth
in Queensland because, not only did the teaching
ministry of the Sisters of Charity in Queensland begin
at Ashgrove in 1925, but the Sisters commenced their
ministry on the verandas of St Finbarr’s Church after
Mass on the very first Sunday they were in Ashgrove.
Ninety‑two years ago, five Sisters of Charity, at the
invitation of Archbishop Duhig, took up residence at
Grantuly, a home built by John Stewart in 1896 for his
family. Ashgrove holds a special place in the hearts of
the Sisters of Charity. It was fitting that the ten years
of the Downs & West Community Support should be
held on the same spot, in the same place where it all
began, St Finbarr’s School, Ashgrove.
2

5

6

1

1. DWCS celebrates ten years
2. M
 ap of the area covered
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ADDRESS BY CLARE NOLAN RSC,
CONGREGATIONAL LEADER, SISTERS OF
CHARITY OF AUSTRALIA.
Good morning!
It is wonderful to be here with you to mark ten years
of service to the rural and remote communities of
the Downs & West areas of Queensland through
Community Care Ltd, a ministry of the Sisters of
Charity of Australia. As Congregational Leader of the
Sisters of Charity of Australia, I represent all the Sisters
of Charity who, today, rejoice with you for ten years of
bringing the love, care and tenderness of Christ to all
who are in need amongst you, and, by your presence,
bringing hope and companionship to your fellow
travellers struggling to find their way through drought,
flood, sickness and social isolation.
Mary Aikenhead would see such needs in her own
time and would be urged on by the love of Christ
to DO something and this is what we witness here
this morning. Through the leadership of Sr Christine
Henry, supported by the Downs & West Community
Support Committee led by Cate Mapstone, and with
governance provided by the Board of the Sisters of
Charity Community Care Ltd through their Executive
Officer, Liz Stone, and with the generosity of donors
and volunteers, something has got done.
We are so grateful for the partnerships formed to
support the program to bring pastoral and emotional
support to those in the rural and remote areas. A real
testament to what can be done when people pool
their goodness and love to reach out to others.

Underpinning all the work and support of Downs &
West Community Support is a strong sense of the
Providence of God. Mary Aikenhead, when things got
tough, would remind her Sisters about the bank of
Divine Providence. Confidence in God and courage
to dare the impossible were two branches emanating
from Mary Aikenhead’s deep‑rooted trust in Divine
Providence. And difficulties only served to deepen
Mary’s trust and conviction that all was ‘God’s own
work’ and she continued bravely onwards, trusting
what she said, was her only resource, the bank of
Divine Providence. She said at a time of great concern,
“…our work would be over‑powering were we to view all
in any other light than as God’s own work, and entirely
depending on the miraculous aid of God’s Almighty
Providence.”
As the commercial says, ‘from little things, big things
grow.” May Downs & West Community Support
continue to grow and reach out to those in need.
Congratulations, Sr Christine, Cate Mapstone and
the Downs & West Community Support Advisory
Committee, Peter Hennessy and the Community Care
Board, and Liz Stone, and your band of wonderful
volunteers who keep reading the signs of the times
and keep doing something.

COMMENTS BY PETER HENNESSY, CHAIR
OF SISTERS OF CHARITY COMMUNITY
CARE LIMITED
We honour the Coordinator, Advisory Committee,
volunteers, donors, communities and supporters
that have provided practical assistance and
encouragement this year as Downs & West
Community Support thereby achieved the significant
milestone of ten years’ service to rural families and
communities…
For ten years Downs & West Community Support
has worked with trademark compassion, generosity
and respect with affected communities in southern
Queensland.
Two activities during the tenth year of community
service show the strength of partnership between
organisations and people that underpins Downs &
West Community Support. One was the donation of
a decommissioned ambulance from the Queensland
Ambulance Service.…The second is the fact that key
organisers of health and wellness days who lead the
activities, have in the past been participants, sharing
the circle of rural life and work, grief and loss, health
concerns and the need to take time away from daily
concerns and routines.”

OTHER COMMENTS
What is so wonderful about this organisation is
that during times of floods and droughts, personal
tragedies and sorrows, the Downs & West Community
Support has always stepped in to bring comfort,
support, and encouragement to women who need
it most. What a great benefit this is to a community.
… So on behalf of the Barambah of QRRRWN, we
thank you, and appreciate all you do and have done.
Congratulations on a wonderful 10 years’ service to the
rural and remote women. We are so fortunate to have
DWCS working with and for us!
Margaret Enkelmann, President of the Queensland
Rural, Regional and Remote Women’s Network
DWCS is part of the fabric of the Burnett. Car bursting
at the seams with hampers and Christmas gifts, Sr
Christine is a welcome sight on many farms. From
group gatherings, to the retreats, to the farm visits and
individual support, the DWCS have given our families
the support needed from time to time when life on the
land becomes over whelming. We thank Sr Christine,
the Advisory Committee and Board, from our Burnett
farming families.
Karen Seiler, Farmer and community volunteer

It is an honour to be able to recognise the 10 years that
DWCS have been in operation. I guess over the 10 years
I have, at one time or another during each of those
years, been touched by the great work done by the
advisory committee, Sr Christine ,the coordinator and
her wonderful team of volunteers and donors.
I have many pleasing memories and stories. Working
with stressed people often in remote areas, throws
up some very odd situations, but at the bottom of
the whole deal is simply helping people cope. Boy,
have this mob helped a lot of people to cope! It is not
just household hampers, fuel cards, filling out forms,
cleaning houses and back yards, etc but smiles and
hugs, a listening ear and also practical suggestions
from years of experience that lighten the load.
There is very little support on the ground for
our farmers. Groups like the CWA, the Financial
Counsellors, churches, Lifeline and other groups all
do a great job but are time poor and often outreach
services are limited by their funding sources. Nothing
limits Sr Christine. I thank you and salute you and your
team and hope on behalf of the Downs and South
West communities that you can find the energy to keep
on keeping on.

5,052 hampers distributed, 113 Wellness Days in 100
locations were attended by 5,258 women, organised 6
x 3day Dragonfly Health and Wellness Retreats for 281
women, 3 Wellness through Creativity and Learning
weekends for 54 women in 3 locations, 672 Christmas
hampers, 1312 Christmas Gifts for children and 869 for
adults, 7 special dinners for 416 farmers making the
transition from farming to retirement, took 50 country
school children to the coast for a holiday, sponsored
45 high school students to attend the school education
camp, sponsored 835 children to attend the Life &
Health Education, hosted 3 Fun Day for 56 children,
made 230 hospital visits … and much more. Travelled
nearly a million kilometres. Volunteer hours at these
events mounted to 6,791 hours.

Rod Saal OAM (Annual Review) Ag Assist Toowoomba

I am with Mary Aikenhead when she says,
“God will settle everything; the work belongs to God;
God will bring all things right in the end.”
God bless the past ten years, and may God guide you
into the future Downs & West Community Support.

Pope Francis acknowledges the difficult lives of small
farmers and their local communities and pointed out
through all this, their willingness to share their goods
and talents to provide work and food in times of need.
He prays for you all. This is reflected in the work of
Downs & West Community Support.
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2. F
 or many who had been part of DWCS, celebrating ten
years was an opportunity to catch up
1

2

3

3. L to R: Sr Christine Henry, Liz Stone and John Hollamby
4. D
 owns & West Community Support patchwork quilt

1. C
 ongregational Leader Sr Clare Nolan rsc
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1

3
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1. S
 r Karan Varker receives one of the many Certificates of Appreciation handed
out on the day by Peter Hennesy
2. Principal of Mt St Michael’s College Ashgrove Sharon Volp with Peter Hennesy
3. A wonderful group came together to celebrate ten years of Downs & West
Community Support
2

4. L
 to R: Cate Mapstone, Sr Clare Nolan and Rev Peter Devenish-Meares
5. Lady Kenya, Sr Jeannie Johnstone and Sr Ginny Walsh
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Imagining the future

Each of us is bound to be an example of zeal without selfishness
if we are to enjoy and witness the completion of any great or
good work entrusted to our agency.

1

Mary Aikenhead, 12 February 1836
3

1. Pam and Neil Cronk
2. L
 to R: Liz Stone, Chris Jackson and
Cate Mapstone
3. Looking over some of what we’ve
achieved in the last ten years
4. T
 his beautiful quilt was made by
President of the Maleny Arts and Crafts
Group Anita Turner, joined here with her
grandson and Sr Christine Henry

2

4
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AGRICULTURE: NOW AND THE FUTURE:
ROD SAAL OAM, AGASSIST
There are approximately 85,600 farm businesses in
Australia, 99 percent of which are family owned and
operated, Mum, Dad and the kids, MDK operations.
Each Australian farmer produces enough food to
feed 600 people, 150 at home and 450 overseas.
Australian farmers produce almost 93 percent of
Australia’s daily domestic food supply. The complete
agricultural supply chain, including the affiliated food
and fibre industries, provide over 1.6 million jobs to the
Australian economy. Farmers are at the frontline of
delivering environmental outcomes on behalf of the
Australian community, with 94 percent of Australian
farmers actively undertaking natural resource
management. (Source National Farmers Federation
(NFF), Farm facts 2017)
Notwithstanding all the advances in agriculture it is
still very much a hands‑on industry. Often these hands
are the same ones that prepare the meals, muster the
cattle and sheep, turn the tractor’s steering wheel,
sign the business documents after preparing them. In
other words; not a Jack of all trades but Jack and Jill
as masters of all disciplines. It is still a hard and tough
but satisfying profession dealing with seasons, unfair
Downs & West Community Support 2007–2017

pricing mechanisms, more and more green and red
tape. Agriculture has the only great apprenticeship left
where farmers train their kids to be farmers.
Where to from here you may ask? In a lot of the times,
simply more of the same; seasons prices, little support
from government and the wider community. However
technical innovation in agriculture is the next great
leap. Examples are the use of computer managed
tractors and farming equipment, grazing animal
management based on drones, use of safe GMO’s,
the ability to use genetic typing to increase livestock
productivity. One big holdup is the lack of reliable web
services, forget about speed that can come later at
the moment reliability is critical and not happening.
Also, competition from other nations and from within
our own is a great threat. Other countries will attempt
to use imaginative scams to block our imports. Within
our nation and often without any science to back it up;
agriculture is seen as a soft, trusting and easy target
based on ideological beliefs of often only a very small
number of people with axes to grind.
In this ever‑changing world where all of a person’s
good planning or best endeavours can be cast aside
by the stroke of an uneducated, ideological or vengeful
pen it is more critical than ever that a one to one free

service with a capacity to help out be available. DWCS
has played a vital role in building communities of hope
by offering an encouraging word, a listening ear and
practical support. It is one of the organisations that
organises a variety of functions not only helping at the
coal face but also reaffirming to those at the coal face
that someone outside of the farm cares, respects and
is thankful for what farmers do. These services save
Australian lives, God bless them.

5

1. D
 WCS has played a vital role in building communities of
hope by offering an encouraging word, a listening ear and
practical support
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What does the future hold for Downs & West Community Support?

God will settle everything; the work belongs to God;
God will bring all things right in the end.
Mary Aikenhead
In time to come DWCS will most likely find itself at
a crossroad and be faced with a decision that will
determine its future as a continuing ministry of the
Sisters of Charity Community Care Ltd. Which way,
what way? Always the lode star will be, “is this in
keeping with the spirit and mission of the Sisters of
Charity of Australia to be extensively useful in reaching
out to those in rural and remote areas of south‑east
and south‑west Queensland who are suffering financial
and emotional stress due to unrelenting climatic
conditions beyond their control?”

Traditionally, the Sisters of Charity, once they have
established a ministry, nurtured it to the point of
its being self‑sufficient, step away and hand it over
to those who have been following closely in their
footsteps. This allows these people the opportunity
to continue to develop the ministry as they see fit.
The DWCS has a valuable resource in its wonderful
volunteers who have worked closely with its
co‑ordinator, Sr Christine Henry. Today DWCS has
established and maintained strong links with other
organisations set up to meet the needs of families and
women living in rural and remote areas of south‑west
Queensland, the Darling Downs, Lockyer Valley and
the Burnett.

Sr Christine Henry’s legacy will be the gift that the
DWCS continues to be to the people in rural and
remote areas of these parts of Queensland, those
people who live on the margins and those people who
would have slipped through the cracks except for the
pastoral care and compassion she extended to them
in their time of need. The choice is yours. When you
stand at the crossroads, which way do you wish DWCS
to take?

4

1. B
 eef farmer Jordan and puppy
Milo, return home after a busy day
1
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2. S
 eeing a paddock being ploughed
is a joy to behold
3-4. Bush kids with their pets
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Sister Jeannie Johnston rsc lives at Moggill,
Queensland, with her two German Shepherd
dogs, Fabre and Kokoda. Although a Victorian
by birth, Sister Jeannie has spent over 35 years
working as a Sister of Charity in Queensland.
She has worked in the Dioceses of Townsville
and Toowoomba, as well as having been on the
staff of Mt St Michael’s College, Ashgrove and
a member of the Religious Education Faculty at
ACU, Mitchelton Campus (Qld).

For further information contact:
Sr Christine Henry rsc
Downs & West Community Support
downsandwestcommunitysupport.org
admin@downsandwestcommunitysupport.org
0414 324 682
PO Box 6613 Mitchelton Qld 4053

For further information about the
Sisters of Charity of Australia contact:
sistersofcharity.org.au
congregation@rscoffice.com
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(02) 9367 1222
Level 7, 35 Grafton Street
Bondi Junction NSW 2022
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